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At this time jury panel of six

brought into the courtroom and in their presence

and hearing the following proceedings were had
THE COURT All right Good morning

ladies and gentlemen

My name is Henry Oncken am the

judge of the 248th District Court where you now

find yourselves seated and we are here this

91 morning to select jury to continue the

io process of selecting jury to try capital

ii murder cage

12 The Defendant in this case is the

13 man seated at the end of the table Ricardo

14 Aldape Guerra and seated next to him and speaking

15
with him is Linda Hernandez She is an

I6 interpreter and is telling him everything in

l7 English or in Spanish rather that is said

18
in the courtroom

19 Mr Guerra does not speak English and

20
is necessary for him to have an interpreter

21
with him

22
Mr Guerra is represented by two

23
attorneys Mr Candelario Elizondo and Mr Joe

241
Hernandez and Mr Hernaniez and Ms Hernandez

251
are not kin to each other They just happen
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to have the same name

The Prosecution is represented by Mr

Bob Moan and Mr Dick Bax

The lady seated in front of you there

is Cindy Layne She is the court reporter and

she is taking down everything said in this

courtroom in this case and that is the normal

procedure in every criminal case is to have

court reporter take it down

Now we have brought over six persons to

iii interview in this case and Im sure most of you

12 are aware but for those of you who are not

13 aware jury in case where the State is seeking

14
the death penalty or capital case the jury

15
is talked to individually

16
Each prospective juror is brought into

17
the courtroom and talked to individually and

18
when it comes your turn to do that ask that

19 you simply relax and visit with us minute

20
It will take about an hour to get

21
through the interview but during this period of

22
time please bear in mind no one in this

23
courtroom is trying to embarrass you or do

24
anything sinister to you at all It is justthe

25
law in capital case you interview the jurors
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individually because of the serious nature of the

proceedings

In normal criminal case we bring over

panel of either thirty-six or forty jurors and

they sit in the seats and we talk to them at one

time and it takes maybe an hour two hours

sometimes three to complete the selection of

jury

We have actually been in this case now

10 in jury selection we have completed fifteen days

11
of it but it has covered about fiveweek

12 period of time to do that

13 We have nine jurors and it is just

14 painstaking slow tedious process

15
We ask your indulgence and patience

16
with us

17
We are going to make this day as

18
profitable for us as well as you too We

19
zealously guard our time as well as your time

20
and it takes time to do these things

21
am going to discuss with you few

22
general things true in all cases and the lawyers

23
when they visit with you will go into more

24
detail about how this case is tried and how

25
capital case is tried
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First of all after the c.ose of the

eVidence in the case when both sides say they

rest will prepare what is called legally

charge

What that means all the law app1jc1e
to this particular fact situation will be given

to the jury in writing and you will have that

to take back into the jury room and read and

study and you will apply the facts to that law
10 and part of that charge is true in every criminal

11 case and want to get those Preliminary and

12 general things out of the way so the lawyers

13 dont have to talk about those

14 First of all any Defendant charged

15 with criminal offense is presumed under the

16 law to be innocent until his guilt is established

17 by legal evidence beyond reasonable doubt

18 As Mr Guerra sits here today he is

19 charged with the offense of killing police

20 officer but he is presumed under the law to be

21
innocent until such time as the State brings

22 sufficient evidence to you to convince you beyond

23 reasonable doubt that he did it

24 If they fail to meet that burden of

25 proof it will be the jurors duty to find the
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Defendant not guilty

Incidentally not incidentally

forgot to mention or tell you brief overlay

of the facts here to see if you know anything

about this particular case There is nothing

wrong for you to have read something or heard

something about this case however if you have

made up your minds as to the guilt or innocence

of this individual at this time based on what

10 you have read or heard that would be wrong

11
wouldnt be wrong but at least you could not

12
serve on the jury

13
Officer James Harris on July 13th

14
1982 was shot and killed as he stopped at car

15
out on Edgewood and Walker streets That is out

16
in the vicinity of Dumble and Harrisburg in the

171

east end of town fairly close to downtown

18
But he was shot and killed Shot

19
three times in the face and about minute or

20
so later citizen who had two children in the

21
car with him was also shot and killed at that

22
same place

About an hour after that the Houston
23

94

Police Department was in the process of attempting

to make some arrests in the case based upon
25
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some information they received and another

police officer was shot five times He returned

the fire of the individual who shot him and

managed to kill that individual

Now with that brief rendition of the

facts is there anyone who knows anything about

this case

Okay As say there is nothing wrong

to know anything about it but if you have

io

already decided the facts it would be improper

11 Okay Now mentioned when told

12 you that the presumption of innocence applies to

13
this Defendant that the State had the burden of

14 proving his guilt beyond reasonable doubt

15
There will be many terms defined for you in the

16
law that give you but the term beyond

17
reasonable doubt will not be defined for you

18
because can only define for jury what the

19
legislature defines for me and they have not

20
defined the term reasonable doubt so you will

21
find nothing in the charge that tells you what

22
that means To me it simply means you use your

23
comiton sense You listen to the evidence and

24
if you are convinced after you have heard all

25
the evidence if you are convinced he did do it
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You are to find him guilty

If you are convinced he did not you

will find him not guilty

To me it is that simple To others
it may mean something else

The first thing that the jury will hear

in the case is will tell the State to present

the indictment to the jury

The indictment is legal term it is

10 piece of paper upon which certain words are

ii typed and those words bring to this courtroom

12 to this trial formal charge against this

13 individual it is the same thing as if you

14 filed lawsuit in the courthouse across the

15 street over there if you were not involved in

16
an automobile accident You would file lawsuit

17 stating certain things and you would have to go

18
over there and prove those things

19 That piece of paper is not evidence

20
nor is the indictment evidence in this case.

21 will tell the jury in the charge

22
the fact that any Defendant has been arrested

23
for charged with and perhaps confined for an

24
offense is absolutely no evidence of his guilt

25
That evidence must come from this witness chair
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that is right between you and and that is
the only place YOU will get any information

concerning the guilt or innocence of this

individual

The Defendant in this and every other
criminal case has the right to remain silent
He does tot have to testify His lawyers do not
even have to ask questjo3 of the witnesses who
testify That is right given to any Defendant

10 by the Constitution of the United States the

11 Constitution of this state and the laws of this

12 state and you are not to consider as will

13 tell you in that charge you are not to

14 consider failure to testify as evidence of guilt
15

He does not have to prove his innocence The

16
burden is on the State to prove his guilt

17 Because the State has the burden of

proof they always go first They will talk to

19
the jurors first After the jury is se.ected

20
they will put Ofl evidence first They have the

21
right to open and close the Summation or argume

22
as we call them They get to go first because
they have that burden of proof23

24
In any crjmj case the felony

25
grade and this cert.inly is felony-grade
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case there are thirteen judges in the

COurtroom

will be the judge of the law in the

case will give you the law rule on

objections rule upon the admissibility of

certain evidence but have no function in the

decision concerning the facts of the case That

will be up to twelve citizens to decide after

they hear the evidence

10 You and will serve on an equal

11 basis but we have separate functions also You

12
are factfinders under the law Okay

13 Now in murder case for example the

14 jury

15 First of all let me back up just

16
minute

17 criminal case is divided into two

18
parts it is called bifurcated trial If you

19
hear the lawyers use that term it simply means

20
divided into two parts

21
The first stage of criminal case is

22
to hear facts about an event which occurred and

23
obviously someone is charged with that offense

24
and it is up to the jury to decide whether or

not the individual charged caused that event25

2889
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to occur and if the jury finds that Defendant

guilty of having caused that event to have

occurred there is second stage to the trial

and that stage is to decide what you are going

to do with that Defendant

In murder case for example the

full range of punishment is by commitment in the

Texas Department of Corrections for any period of

years not less than five nor more than ninety
10 nine or the Defendant can be sentenced to life

11 and in addition to any of that range of

12 punishment the Defendant can be assessed fine

13 of up to ten thousand dollars

14 In this case and in all capita cases

15 where the State is Seeking the death penalty

16 the jury goes back and they answer two questions

17 The jury in murder case can go back

18 there after hearing evidence and they can go

19 back there and decide on any period of years

20 within that range have told you about

21 However in capita case they simply

22 go bacic aA-kd answer those two questions over there

23
on the board and will ask you to take just

24 minute to glance at those please

25
The prospective jurors complied

2890
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THE COURT All right When the jury

goes back on the second stage of the trial and

that is assuming for our purposes here that the

jury has found the Defendant guilty they go back

and consider the evidence they have heard to answex

those two questions If the jury answers those

two questions both of them yes then it becomes

my duty under the law to assess the punishment

of this Defendant at death

10 If the jury answers one of those

11 questions yes and one of those questions no it

12
becomes my duty under the law to assess his

13 punishment at life in the penitentiary There are

14 only two possible punishments capital case

15
if the jury finds the Defendant guilty of capital

16 murder and that is death or life in the

17
penitentiary

18
The jury does not go back and say We

19
think he ought get death or We think he

20
ought to get life They simply answer those

21
questions and the law takes care of the rest

22
of it

23
In any criminal cage jury is not

allowed to ask questions You may sit over

25
there and hear witnesses testify and you may
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wish to ask question or crossexamine

or whatever but cannot do that either and

jury cannot do that ask you to remember that

lot rf times jurors try to ask questions

but they cannot do that

Al right need for you to begin

now if you havent already begun the process

to think about your feelings concerning death as

punishment for criminal case

10 When these lawyers are questioning you

ii please bear in mind they are not going to try to

12 change your views about anything They simply

13 are entitled to know and need to know how you

14 feel about certain issues and certainly whether

15 or not you could participate on jury where the

16 State is seeking the death penalty

17
If you do not approve of the death

18 penalty dont agree with it that is certainly

19 your prerogative and am not going to argue

20 with your views about it

21 Any other questions they ask you

22
that you consider to be personal please dont

23
take them to be personal They are here to

24
select jury that qill be fair and impartial to

25 both aides and impartially decide the facts

2892
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of this case and the punishment if any to be

assessed

So please understand we are not trying

to be personal with you and pry into your personal

affairs

If you are chosen on this jury today

you will not be required to stay down here

obviously until we have completed the selection

of the jury You will be allowed to go home and

10 go about your normal duties until such time as

11 we begin evidence

12 Our target date is Monday next the

13 4th We may or may not make it We may miss it

14 by day or two That is when we plan to start

15 the evidence and certainly if you are chosen

16 you will be allowed to go about your normal

17
activities during that period the interim

18
period

19 Likewise you might be if you are

20
selected on the jury at some period in the trial

21
which anticipate once the evidence begins

22
will last four five or six days somewhere in

23
that range at some period in that time span

24
you may be required to stay down here one or

25
two nights with us We will put you in hotel

2893
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not lock you in jury room You will have

place to sleep meals and that sort of thing
We need you to be thinking about that

Our normal experience has been that

we can get through three jurors in the morning
and three in the afternoon so am going to ask

Ms Matthews Mr Bridges and Mr Horbelt --

MR ELIZONDO May approach the

bench

10 THE COURT Yes sir

11 MR ELIZONDO May it please the

12 Court would ask the Court to shuffle the jury

13 panel

14 THE COURT We are going to shuffle

15 your names around Stand by

16 All right Do you want to come and

17 draw them will let you draw them

18 Mr EliZOdo did so
19 THE COURT Mr Busby will be number

20 one Mr Horbelt will be number two and Mr
21

Lee will be number three

22 Ms Southern Mr Bridges and Ms

23 Matthews dont see any point in having you

24
wait down here with us so will excuse the

25
three of you flOW until 130 You can go anyplace

2894
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you want to go during that period You can Stay

down here with us if you want to but will tell

you that you will be seated and nothing will

happen until this afternoon because it will take

the full morning to get through the other three

Those three may be excused until 130

Please report back here in this

courtroom at that time and the other three Mr

Busby Mr Horbelt and Mr Lee if you would

101
remain with us

11
Mr Busby you will be the first one

121 If you would come right around and have this

13 chair here and Mr Horbelt and Mr Lee if you

14 would like you can go down and get cup of

15 coffee in the basement or have seat in the

16 jury room It is your choice

17
Are you ready

18
MR MOEN Sure

19 THE COURT You may proceed

20

21

22

23

24

25
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STEPHEN BUSBY

W5 called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

51 EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR MOEN

Mr Busby my name is Bob Moen am with the

District Attorneys Office The fellow who walked

10 out just second ago is Mr Dick Bax also with

11 the District Attorneys Office and Mr Bax and

12 myself will be representing the family of

13 Harris in the prosecution of this case that the

14 judge has talked about

15 take it from your silence when the

16 judge was giving description of the facts that

17 you dont remember having heard or read anything

18
about the case at all

19
No

20
There is nothing wrong with it The only reason

21
we ask is to see if the juror has formed an opinior

22
or conclusion based on what they have seen or

23
heard

24
Okay

need to ask you questions in the next few
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minutes or so about your feelings or opinions

and explain some things you can expect to come

up during the course of the trial from legal

standpoint and what you need to do by your

jury service if we can

If you have questions ask you to ask

them so we can clear them up now If you have

disagreements go ahead and state those too

The judge mentioned and second

10
that there are no right or wrong answers The

11
reason we talk to jurors like yourself is to find

12
out how you feel

13
Yes sir

14
We live in type of country where no one has

15
to be on jury panel where that jury service

16
would violate their feelings opinions or

17
convictions The only thing is that the jury

18
tells us about them We dont want anyone on

19
the jury panel who is afraid to speak out and

20
tell us how they really feel when.a week from

21

now we are standing before the jury asking them

to reach verdict based on the evidence and
22

they find they cannot serve on jury concerning
23

the death penalty or capital punishment or
24

anything else
25

2897
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We are entitled to know how you feel

please let us know so we can make decisj0

asto whether or not you would be qualified to

sve on this jury

OkAy

Kping that in mind can you tell me what your

feelings are concerning capital punishment the

death penalty Would they allow you to serve on

jury Would they allow you to return verdict

10 knowing it would result in the death penalty or

11 not

12
could give capital punishment

13
take it at least your feelings concerning the

14 death penalty would allow you to serve on jury

15
and return verdict

16 How long have you felt that way Is

17
that pretty much the way you have felt all your

18 life or have you ever felt differently

19
No

20
want to ask you to think about it and put your

21
self in that category as far as the death penalty

22
your feelings concerning the death penalty

23
Would you say you are strongly

24
moderately or reluctantly in favor of the death

25
penalty if you can put yourself in one of those
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three

dont think strongly would say it is

moderately

am going to ask you to categorize yourself

politically Would you be liberally inclined

conservative moderate or some other description

Conservative

Let me explain to you little bit about the

death penalty procedure in our state

io Not al. murders that take place are

11
punished as capital murders Our legislature

12
back in 1974 when they enacted and passed our

13
death penalty current death penalty statute

14
they said that people that commit certain types

15
of murders are going to stand before jury and

16
the jury is going to decide whether those

I7 individulg who commit those crimes should receive

18
the life sentence or the death penalty and they

19
said or someone to murder during the course of

20
burglary break into someones home and kill

21
someone during the course of robbery robbery

22
murder rapemurder kidnapmurder and arson

23

murder are all examples of murders that because

24
they take place during the commission of one

25

of those crimes they becore capital murders

2899
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The legislature has said there are

five other instances as well in addition to those

five where if someone takes life they also

will stand before the jury for capital zturder

and that is murder for hire such as the assassi

nation of Judge Wood which seems to be in the

paper now the federal judge that is capital

case even though he is judge in federal court

That falls within the definition of capital

10 murder

11 Murder of policeman or fireman during

12 the course of their official duties murder by

13 convict during the course of escaping or

14 attempting to escape from penal institution

15
and murder by convict of anyone who is employed

16 by us say by us or the State in the

17 running or involved in the running of our penal

18
institutions for us and for the rest of society

19
whoever they might be guards librarians

20 medical personnel et cetera

21 People involved in the running of our

22
penal institution and employed in that capacity

if they are killed convict for any reason

94
obviously other than selfdefense reasons is

95 guilty of the crime of capital murder

2900
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If they return guilty verdict they

come and take their seats in the jury box and

we proceed to the second phase the punishment

phase At that portion of the trial each side

has an opportunity to offer evidence to the jury

in addition to what the jury has already heard

to help them answer the two questions that appear

to your left because depending upon the jurors

answers to those questions the Defendant will

io receive either the life sentence or the death

11 penalty

12 No one is trying to hide anything from

13 you If both those answers are yes you know

14 what the results of your answers will be The

15 Defendant will receive the death penalty

16 no answer to either one of those

17
he will receive life sentence rather than the

18
death penalty

19 For all to be yes all twelve have to

20 unanimously agree To answer question no

21
only ten have to be in unanimous agreement

22 slight difference Twelve to answer yes ten

23
to answer no

24 Now want to talk about these

25
questions here for just second and some of

2902
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the wording we have underlined in some of the

questions

What would like you to do is read

them to yourself if you havent already done

that and want to go over some of the words

Okay

Okay This first question let me direct your

attention to it Its question that asks you

to make determination about the Conduct of the

10 man on trial that you have found guilty

11 speaking hypothetically that you have found

12 guilty

13 was the conduct of that man was that

14 Conduct deliberately done

15 Its two-part question And was it

16 done with reasonable expectation that the

17 deceased would die

18 Let me give you hypothetical case

19 Imagine situation where man goes into

20 convenience store confronts the cashier demands

21
the money she is scared to death and turns

22
the money over to him He gets the money and

23 looks around the store and anticipates or at

24
least believes she is the only witness to the

25
crime He takes pistol and fires two bullets
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into her body one in the head and one in the

chest and she dies

Jnbeknowngt to him she alerts the

police with an alarm and they are waiting

outside

At that stage the jury would decide

is he guilty or not guilty of robbery-murder

which is capital murder

If the jury found him guilty they

10 would then decide Was the conduct of this man
11 was it deliberately done and was it done with the

12 reasonable expectation she would die In other

13 words the pointing of the pistol the firing

14 of the bullets into her body was that conduct

15 deliberate and done with reasonable expectation

16
that that person would die as result those

17 wounds

18 Do you see how that question is

19 basically question of the conduct of the

20 individual who has been found guilty of capital

21 murder and it is question that directs itself

22
to focus

23
Both have to be answered

Yes It is two-part question Was it

25 deliberate and was it done with reasonable
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expectation the deceased would die

Then the jury passes to the second

question and the second question asks you to

make determination about the type of person you

find yourself in the courtroom with Is the man

on trial the type of person where there is

probability he would commit criminal acts of

violence that would constitute continutng

threat to society

10 The second question asks you to make

decision about the person The first question

12
is about the conduct of the man or the individual

13
You will have to let me go back

14
You will have to use your own definitions for

15
deliberate and use your own definitions for

16
reasonable expectation that the deceased would

17
die Why is that

18
The legislature that drew these up

19
for capital murder cases didnt give us

20
instructions The basic law is that you and the

21
other jurors will have to use your common sense

definitions for these and the other things
22

Tbe same thing applies to Number

probability and criminal acts of violence and

society You will have to use your own
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definj.tjons for those words and phrases as wejj

want to point out some things in

regas to Question

First of all you have to believe the

man trial is the type of person where there

is probability he would engage in these types

of acts and that those acts would constitute

continuing threat to society

The first word is probability not

10 certainty and want to point out to you and

11 think you realize why if you are juror on

12 this case if you are selected to serve there is

13 no way anyone can prove to you anything to

14 certainty think you realize why The only

15 person in the universe who can tell you anything

16 to certainty is God Almighty himself and he

l7
will not be witness in this case and you are

1s not to put yourself in the position of playing

19
God

20 You are to make the best judgment you

21
can based on all the evidence presented to you

22
about what kind of person is on trial to decide

23
is there probability he would commit these

24
kinds of acts criminal acts of violence

25
Before YOU could answer the question
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yes you dont have to believe the person would

commit certain things murders or assaults or

robberies or rapes or criminal mischief or

any other act of criminal violence we can thjk

of

Again is there probability he is

the type of person that would commit those acts

which would be continuing threat to society

and you will have to use your own definition for

10 the word society

11
The only thing would like to point

12
out to you think you will realize from your

13
own common sense once man is convicted of

14 capital murder the only society he will find

15
himself in is the prison society and the only

16
thing want to know is Do you disagree or

17 agree with me Do you feel there are people

18
in our prison system that we ask to work in our

19
prison system for us who run the prison system

20
who deserve our protection from the convicts

21
confined there

22
Yes

23
And do you agree or disagree there are convicts

941 in the prison system serving out their debt to

25
society who deserve protection from other
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COflViCts sent to the Penitentiary

Yes

Now that have had chance to go over Questions

and do you have questjog about and

the way they are worded anything we can clear

up for you right now

Comes down to the definition3 Thats the only

thing guess that would be up to me
Do you feel that Question and are the type

10 of questions you could answer depending on what
ii the evidence you would hear would be yes or no
12 depending on the evidence

13 Yes

14 Let me point out certain thing In proper

15 case the law says just the facts of the crime

itself can be enough evidence for you to answer

17
both questions yes That is for you and the other

181 jurors to talk about

19 We talk about the punishment phase of

20 the trial At the punishment phase of the trial

21 you can hear other evidence You dont have to
22

but you can Just the facts from the first stage

23
can be enough for you to answer yes That will

241
be cal judgment for you and the other jurors

95 to decide whether based on the facts of the
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case is it enough to answer yes Do the facts

itself tell you enough about the conduct of the

man and what kind of person he is to be ab.e

to answer both questions yes

At the punishment stage however the

law does allow other evidence if there is any

to be presented to the jury to help them decide

their answers

For instance crimes man may have

10 committed that have not been tried too that

11 is specific question that type can be

12 submitted to the jury whatever crimes are known

13 to authorities any prior convictions that are

14 known to the authorities can again be presented

15 to the jury

16 Any type of information that is known

17 about the man on trial can be presented good or

181
bad to help the jury decide what their answers

19
to the questions can be

20 But there is no requireznent that type

21
of evidence be presented to the jury before the

22
questions can be answered yes The opportunity

23
is there

24 Do you follow me so far to general

extent
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Obviously if you are selected you
will get firsthand view of how it works but

Speaking strictly in hypothetical terms have you
got little bit of feel of whats going on so
far

guess so yes

The only thing judge will tell you in answering
those questions here he will tell you you are not
to discuss with other jurors how long man would

10 have to serve in the Penitentiary on sentence
11 if that were the sentence

12 Repeat that

13 The judge will tell you you are not to digc
14 among yourselves as jurors how long man would

15 have to serve in the Penitentiary on life

16 sentence The judge will not tell you that
17 The judge will tell you however long

18
he will serve is within the exclusive

19 jurisdiction of the Board of Pardons and Paroles

20 The reason we emphasize and it is so important

21
if jurors were to discugg that it would be

22
grounds for having to do this case all over from

93
the start and the judge will give you that in

24 writing and ask you to remember that want

25 you to know how important
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MR ELIZONDO Objection to his

stressing the laws of parole Your Honor

THE COURTS Overruled

By Mr Moen Do you have any questions about

these two questions before we pass to something

else

No

Okay The judge will tell you want to talk

to you about other aspects of the law but

io first what would be required in your jury Bervice

11
there are six or seven things the judge will tell

12 you in his charge

13 The charge is nothing more than piece

14
of paper The way jury arrives at verdict

15
in murder case or capital case they take the

16
law in writing from the judge and they take the

17
facts and apply it to those legal definitions

18
given them by the judge to see if the crime

19
actually took place Is the man guilty or not

20 guilty based on what the judge has told us

21
capital murder is And they reach their verdict

22
and the charge consists of definitions

definitions of capital murder and admonitions23

the jurors must follow in reaching their

decision in the case
25
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what the judge will tell you first

off they can go in different order than this
but first off if the Defendant doesnt testify

you are not to consider the Defendants failure

to testify as evidence of his guilt

In other words jurors should arrive

at their verdict based on what they have heard

in the courtroom and Seen inside the courtroom

on the witness Stand not on the fact they have

10 not heard from the Defendant

11 That does not mean as juror you do

12 not desire or do not want to hear both sides of

13 the story That is natural reaction or you

14 may have wished to have heard from the Defendant

15 That is once again human reaction but if

16 the Defendant doesnt testify you are not to

17 consider his failure to testify as evidence of

18 guilt

19 anticipate the Defendant will

20 testify in this trial but wanted to give you

21
that admonition in the event he does not Okay

22 Presumption of innocence the judge

23
will tell you and that will be in writing

24
you are to presume the Defendant innocent You

25
are to reach your decision on the evidence in
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the Case not on the fact the Defendant finda

himself in-the Courtroom represented by couple

of lawyers and charged with serious crime but

you should reach your verdict on the evidence

presented from the witness stand and not find

him guilty because an indictment has been

returned he has two lawyers who represent him

and he is here in the courtroom He has the

presumption of innocence

io Do you follow me on that

ii Yes

12 The analogy draw for prospective jurors on the

13 indictment is kind of like starters pistol

14 in footrace Until the starters pistol goes

15 off we cant begin the race and without the

16 indictment we cant begin the trial If you

171 give it any significance that is the only

significance you should give it You will never

19
have chance to look at it on case and it is

20 not evidence of anything All right

21
Uhhuh

22
The judge will tell you that the burden of proof

23

in any trial in any case whether traffic

24 ticket or criminal case the burden of proof

251
always rests with the District Attorneys Office
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to prove to the jurors before they can say by

their verdict that someone is guilty of any

crime and that burden is to prove beyond

reasonable doubt

Now the burden never shifts to the

Defense but before you think that the trial is

strictly onesided affair it is not

At trial any criminal trial the

Defense has an opportunity to call any witnesses

10 they want at no expense to them They can go

11 over to the clerk and issue subpoena arrest

12
forward it to the Sheriffs Department and the

13
individual they want to testify can be subpoenaed

14
and if that individual wont come voluntarily

15 they can be picked up and brought to the

16
courtroom

17
Either side can prove or disprove

18
whatever they hope to prove or disprove and only

19
one side has the burden of doing that and that

20
is Mr Bax and myself

21
Follow me on that

22
Yes

23
If he feels the best strategy is to remain

24
silent not to put the Defendant on the stand

25
and not crossexamine any witnesses Mr Bax and
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call they have that opportunity They can

remain silent if they like dont think they

are going to do that but am just trying to give

you the most hypothetical farfetched idea that

can think of to explain that burden of proof to

you

Now that burden is to prove to you

beyond reasonable doubt not beyond all doubt

any doubt or shadow of doubt as we see

io often here on the lawyer shows on television but

ii
to prove beyond reasonable doubt and that

12 applies to these questions as well

13 Before you could answer either one of

14
the questions yes you would have to believe

15
from the evidence presented by Mr Bax and

16
myself that is what yo believe your answers

17
should be beyond reasonable doubt

18
We dont have the obligation to remove

19
all doubts from your mind You may have some

20
doubts in your mind The proof is beyond

21
reasonable doubt not all doubt

22
think you realize why think you

231

will always have doubts as to Question before

you answer it dont care how damaging the

25 facts may be to any person on trial
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The jury may have questions but the

fact is whether that question has been proven

to them beyond reasonable doubt not all doubt
the removal of shadow of doubt or anything

else

Any questions about anything so far
No

And finally the judge will tell you as juror

you have the right to judge the credibility of

10 the witnesses That sounds almost insulting to

11 your intelligence at first blush but what

12 want to point out to you is this The jury has

13 right to believe everything witness has

14
told them under oath or disbelieve everything

15
even though the witness has taken an oath to

16
tell the truth

17 wish could report to you Mr
18 Busby we lived in world where no human being

19
after they had taken an oath to God to tell the

20 truth would ever say anything that was not

21
the truth

22
But think you realize from your

23
common sense we dont live in that type of

24
society so the burden falls on jurors to

25
decide how much of witness testimony they are
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going to believe Does that witness testimony

make sense in logic and fact Should reject

it or accept it and which portions should

believe Should accept all of it reject all

of it

That is decision you will make with

the other jurors to judge the credibility of

the witnesses

The only thing the judge will tell you

io regarding that is when you are doing that dont

11 give witness more or less belief because of

12 witness job In the eyes of the law no

13
witness is automatically more believable or

14 disbelievable just because of witness job

15 police officer fireman even our favorite

16
minister at the church we attend if we lined

17
them up together right here in front of the jury

18 rail our favorite minister is going to testify

19
favorite doctor favorite lawyer dentist

20
et cetera in the eyes of the law none of those

21
men are more believable or disbeljevable

22
than anyone else

23
After they testify it is perfectly

24
all right for jurors to consider their

25
occupations am only talking about before
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they get on the stand

Do you follow me on that charge of the

Court

Yes

That pretty much covers judging the testimony

told you would include the lesser

included offense of murder and capital murder

Here is how it applies

Okay person could pretty well be

io charged crith the offense of capital murder but

11 you find by the evidence he is only guilty of

12 murder

13 Now how does that come up

14 Remember we talked about for capital

15
murder to be that offense those circumstances

16
have exist In other words the crime has to

17
be committed during the course of committing one

18
of those crimes we mentioned

19 Imagine the hypothetical we have used

20
to explain Quastion where the tan goes into

21
conveniance store and confronts the teller

22
Lets say there were witnesses present

23
and change it and they thought it was robbery

24
murder and he had committed capital murder and

25
the jury was selected but during the course of
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the trIal the jury heard evidence and found

that really it wasnt robberymurder

What had happened was that he

Defendant who kilsd the cashier had been living

with her off and on for the last couple of years

that earlier in the day for the last couple of

weeks they had been having violent arguments

.bout her leaving him and he had followed her

to work and the argument had continued there at

work and finally he lost his temper and

11 produced pistol he had brought to her job and

12
he shot her to death

13 You see the proper verdict in that

14 case would be not guilty of capita murder but

15 guilty first of murder because it was not

16 robbery-murder but yet nurder that took place

17
That is how just by way of explanation

18
the lesser included offense of murder can arise

19
even though an iridlrldual has been charged with

20
the offen.3e of caital .irder which brings up

21
the range of punishrnt for murder whIch as

22
mentioned earlier is five to ninety-nine years

23
or lfs and in addition even though person

24
has been found guilty of the offense of murder

25
Defendant has the right to ask the jury to
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Consider giving hiz probation

Are YOU familiar with that term

probation Have you heard that before at

courthouse

Yes

am sure in general terms in the newspapers or

whatever maybe in discussj05 with your friends

but probation means release by the Court The

Defendant doesnt have to go to the penitentiary

10 He is released by the judge under the terms and

11 COfldjtjn set by the judge to support his

12 dependents work at suitable employment avoid

13 places and persons of disreputable or harmful

14 character remain at one place in the county

15 and if you are going to move tell your probation

16 officer so that he can keep count of you dontt

17 out of town without pass from your probation

18 officer and think ycu are supposed to avoid

19 the use of habitforming drugs and other forms

20
of probation but basically live your life iike

21
other human beings .nd abide by the law with

22
few other admonitions report once month

23
he can keep an eye on you but he has the

24
right to consider giving the man probation

25
The jury can throw it out the window
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as ridiculous for the crime committed or could

feel it was the proper case for recommending

probation and if they do recommend probation

the jury can only recommend probation where the

jury has unanimously agreed that the range of

punishment for the man they find guilty no matter

what it is the range of punishment should be

ten years or less

If the jury decides it should be ten

to ninetynine years probation doesnt apply

only the type of case where the jury is first

of all in unanimous agreement that the mans

punishment should be under ten years for the

crime they found him guilty of and seccd1y

where the jury unanimously agrees probation is

proper

You see even though the jury assesses

years less than ten they can find

in proper case They could recommend

judge even for someone they had found

the offense of murder

Let me give you hypothetical and

try to tie in all these things we have talked

about capital murder lesser included offenses

of murder punishment range in the very low

2921
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range for murder and probation being grantee

by the jury

Let me try to give you hypothetical

that ties those things in

Imagine situation where man and

woman find themselves at hospital and he is

dying from an incurable disease whatever it

might be His life is being sustained by life

support equipment His prognosis is anywhere

10
from two to six months of life left

11 His wife and they have had the type

12
of relationship they are both in their seventies

13
have been together forty or fifty years they

14
have the type of relationship where she is down

15
almost every night spending the night

16 They have discsgj0 rational

17 discussion between the two He has no hope of

18 recovery whatever The only thing that is

19
happening their finances and reserves are being

20
exhausted by his stay at the hospital The

21
longer he stays alive and longer he is kept

22
alive the poorer he will be when he passes and

the more dependent she will be on social23

24
security et cetera

25
They decide the best thing is to let
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him pass and she agrees and assists in the ending

of his life She unplugs the lifesupport

equipment maybe takes an IV out of his arm and

he passes during the night and dies She

commits the offense of murder She has

intentionally and knowingly taken his life

Technically she is guilty of murder

Lets say some of the relatives are

bitter about his passing She admits it She

io is not trying to lie After he dies she freely

11 admits to the family and anyone who wants to

12
listen to her how he died and they are extremely

13 bitter about their relative passing and they

14 manage to convince the jury in this hypothetical

15 case the only reason she did that they both

16
owned halfacre retirement lot that was being

17 developed by the developer and he needed this

18
last parcel he was going to develop to build

19
resort community on and she stands to gain

20
lots of money but they convince the Grand Jury

21
that this was murder for money and because of

22
his guilt she will now deliberately benefit

23
in pecuniary fashion by his passing

24
The jury hears all the facts and

25
they think That is the most preposterous bunch
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of malarkey but they follow their oaths as

jurors and find her guilty of murder and they

retire and deliberate on what her punishment

ought to be and they decide Society would not

benefit by her spending any term in the

Penitentiary whatsoever and they return verdict

of five years probation

You see by that hypothetical it

ties together all the things capital murder

io the lesser included offense of murder and even
11 in fact the range of probation the range of

12 punishment being probation for someone the jury

13 has found guilty of the offense of murder

14 Now ultimately by that explanation

15 wanted to ask Mr Busby this In case where

16 you were juror and had returned verdict and

17
in fact found someone guilty of murder could

18 you in proper case consider the question of

19 probation even though you had returned verdict

20 finding someone guilty of the offense of

murder

22
Yes

23 Okay If you felt it was proper case That

24
is the test really for jurors

Yes
25
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If they felt like it was proper case

believe the evidence in the cage

will show that the Defendant is in fact an

illegal alien He is not lawfully here in the

United States

The only reason point that out to you

in that regard is that ask you unless you

feel you cannot put that out of your mind do

not consider that as evidence whatsoever The

10 Defendant should not be found guilty or not guilty

11 merely because he is an illegal alien

12 Can you abide by that

13 Yes

14 That can be evidence you want to consider for

15 whatever weight you want to give it in answering

16 these questions as to what type of person he is
17 but am talking about guilt or innocence He

18 cannot be found guilty or innocent because he is

19 illegally in this country

20 Do you follow me on that

21
Yes

22
Tell me little bit about your parents

23 Occupations

24 Did your mom ever work outside the

25
home
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What type of jobs did she have

Mainly secretarial She is in the fast-food

business

Did your dad ever or say did your dad

ever -- if your dad is still actively employed

what is he employed in If he is deceased what

was his occupation

He is deceased He was salesman for cement

firm

10 Do you have any brothers and sisters

11 One brother

12 What is his occupation

13 He is student

14 Where does he attend school

15 PM of

16 Your occupation is food service manager Does

17 that limit you to one store or do your duties

18 include other areas

19 Uhhuh Its two or three stores but mainly

20 one store

21
Are you an owner of that store

22
No

23
franchise owner

24
PM No

25
Has anyone at the store ever been the victim of
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robbery at all at the store you work at or

any other crimea of violence that come to mind

No

What type of hunting do you like to do

Dote No big game

NOW Mr Hernandez indicated earlier at least

he remembered you

Where do you know Joe Hernandez from

couldnt place him It was in Austin with

io transportation company was with

Is there anything about your jury service if you

12 are selected to serve that would cause you any

13 difficulty because of that relationship in the

14 past with Mr Hernandez

15
dont believe so

16
take it as far as returning your verdict you

l7 would do that based on the evidence and wouldnt

18
feel -- the only thing ask you to do Mr Busby

19
is realize your jury service is not personal

20 thing think you realize that It is decisio

21
that should be based on the evidence and the

22
only thing ask you is not to have hard feelings

23
one way or the other based on personal feelings

24
or relationships

25
take it you would be able to do that
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No dont hate him

dont mean that just ask you to be fair

regardless of your relationship with Joe

It seems like there is something

want to talk to you about but can remember

Let me chec with Mr flax and see if

he has questions to ask you before pass you to

the Defense

Consultation between attorneys

10 By Mr Moen Mr Busby thank you for your

11 attention and your frank responses will pass

12 you over and they will have questions

13

14 EXAMINATION

15

16
QUESTIONS BY MR HERNANDEZ

17
Good morning Steve How is Kathy doing

18
Good morning

19 guess you know the nature of this case is

20 pretty serious

21
Uh-huh

22
The State is going to get up there and ask you

93
or ask for the death penalty We are going to

24
get up there and of course we are going to ask

25 fora not guilty verdict
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Mr Moen has talked to you about

Punishment stage and will probably taik to

you about the stage which is

very important

He went over with you the three

concepts of the criminal judicial system which

is presumption of innocence the burden of proof

and proof beyond reasonable doubt

tih-huh

10
Let me go through them more specifically

11 P.s my client sits here today indicted

12 by Grand Jury in Harris County Harris

13 County Grand Jury for causing the death of

14 police officer charged with that crime he is

15
presumed to be innocent

16
Do you disagree or agree in any way

17
with this concept

18 agree that he is innocent until proven guilty

191 And that will be throuqhout the whole trial

20
Right

21
All right Now YOU understand that the law

22
does not place the burden upon us the Defense

23
to present any evidence whatsoever or to present

24
any witnesses to you In other words the burden

will stay with the State throughout the whole
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trial it will never shift in any way

Will you agree with that

Yes agree

Would you require the State to prove their case

to you

Uh-huh

Would you require us to prove this mans

innocence to you

No

10 Okay Now the burden that they must meet is

11 burden beyond reasonable doubt and of

12 course there is no interpretation or no

13 definition legal definition we may give you as

14 to what Mr Moen was telling you but it is not

15 beyond all doubt and it is not shadow of

16 doubt and it is not some doubt It is beyond

17 reasonable doubt The burden is much much

18 heavier than on the civil side

19 On the civil side it is preponderance

20 of the evidence say the scale of justice

21
whatever slight movement there is then that side

22 WflS Okay

23
Jh-huh

24
Not so in criminal case The burden is much

25 heavier much heavier where the burden is beyond
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reasonable doubt it must tilt all the way

Do you agree with me

Yes

So we can agree then that as far as my clients

sitting here today and throughout the whole trial

you will give him that benefit of the doubt that

presumption of innocence

Yes

And you can place the burden upon the State and

10 say You brought the charges Prove it to me
11 Yes

12 And you wouldnt require us and my client to prove

13 his innocence to you would you

14 No

15 Now Mr Moen was telling you that Mr Guerra is

16 an illegal alien

17 You worked for T.I in Dallas You

18 went to Dallas did you not and worked for T.I
19 T.I

20 Did they hire illegal aliens when you were up

21 there

22
Not that know of

23 Have you come in contact with illegal aliens

24 You mean have hired any or --

25 Right
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Notthatlknowof

Well let me ask you thiai As class do you

have anything against illegal aliens

No

So the fact he is an illegal alien will not affect

your judgment in any way

As long as everybody will work that is fine with

me

All right Now the State of course will tell

10 you that it will be case where police officer

ii was killed and they will try to prove to you

12 that this man did it Okay

13 Uh-huh

14 Now there will be police officers coming and

15 testifying They will be coming in and out

16 Do you believe that police officers

17
make mistakes

18
Yes

19
Would you agree that they are human and subject

20
to human frailitieg just as much as you or or

21 anybody else

22
Yes

23
so you wouldnt place police officer -- you

24
wouldnt give them more credibility simply because

25
of the mere fact without even testifying they
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are police officers would you

Hard question believe they are human but

as far as being police officer would give

them some gort of credibility

51 Before they testify

Oh no not before they testify As they are

testifying

So the mere fact if we have several witnesses

or the State has several witnesses and we have

10 several witnesses you are not saying to me that

11 before police officer testifies that the mere

12 fact that he is police officer you would

13 give him more credibility

14 No

15 So lets put it this way Would you give him

16 more credibility than any witness simply because

I7
he is police officer while he is testifying

18 While he is testifying Not so much more but

19 would give him some credibility

20 How is that

21 Well its cant say him versus some other

22
officer of the court dont see why he would

23
have more credibility He would have more

24 compared to guess the normal citizen getting

25
up there to me
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Irregardegs of the facts

Irregardless of the facts would have to give

it some credibility because to me police

officer is trained to spot things you know and

to look at things mean he is more he is

trained to do job In other words the average

citizen being out someplace might not be

recognized like people say if you are talking

about

10 You are talking about if he presents to you

ii scientific test or the fact that he noted somethinc

12 at an intersection or whatever description

13 of an intersection

14 Yes mean he would be more he would be

15 able to do that better than would say the

16 average citizen would

l7 But you wouldnt automatically give him more

benefit simply because he is police officer

19
would you

20
You mean as human being

21
Prior to testifying

22
Oh no no Expert witness guess is more

Let me ask you this Say for example if an

25
illegal alien which they will be here to
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testify as to the facts and police officer

gets up there and testifj88 to the facts you
are not saying you would give police officer

more credibility simply because he is police

officer hypothetically speaking

MR MOEN object to the questjo
He is staking him out as to how he would place

the testimony of police officer as Opposed to

an illegal alien

10 THE COURT Sustained

11 All right Any class of citizens coming in or
12 any citizen that would testify be it doctor
13 socretary manager of pizza place police
14 officer would you give that police officer more
15 credibility than any other citizen testifyjg
16 as to the same facts

17 MR MOEN object to the same question

is again as to how he would judge police officers

19 testimony versus other people and other occupation$

20 think he has answered the question

21 that he would judge the police officers

22 credibility and training and what he is doing
23 He has also said he would not

24 object to ths question along those

25 lines Judge
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Now the word intentional is in there

and now here you are asked to answer this

question and your interpretation of deliberate

is intentional

Would you automatically answer that

question yes for the simple fact that you found

him guilty of intentionally and knowingly causing

the death of police officer

didnt follow that too well

10
Let me see if can explain that to you

11 In the first stage if you find him

12
guilty of intentionally and knowingly causing the

13
death of police officer those are the

14
elements of the crime he is charged with

15
Uh-huh

16
And your interpretation of deliberately is

17
intentionally okay

18
So you find him guilty of intentionally

19
and knowingly causing the death of police

20
officer and you are asked in the second stage

21
here the punishment stage to answer these two

22
questions The first one here is whether the

23
conduct of the Defendant that caused the death

of the deceased was committed deliberately24

Okay Your interpretation of
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deliberate is intentional is it not

Wall yes for one word

You wouldnt automatically answer that question

yes would you simply because you found in

guilty of knowingly and intentionally causing

the death of police officer

No

All right Lets go to the second question

Whether there is probability the Defendant

io would commit criminal acts of violence that

11 would constitute continuing threat to society

12 Would you want further evidence from

13 the State in order to make up your mind whether

14 there is continuing threat to society by our

15 client or would you automatically answer that

16 question yes

171 MR MOEN object to the form of the

18 question unless it includes Would he

19 automatically answer it yes regardless of the

20 evidence that he heard just because he had

21
returned verdict of guilty in the case

22 MR HERNANDEZ Okay

23
By Mr Hernandez Regardless of the evidence

241
you have heard

251 Pardon
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Okay The simple fact that you have found him

guilty of intentionally and knowingiy causing

the death of Police officer in the first stage

that is the guilt-orjnfloce stage

All right

Irregardlegs of the evidence which you have heard

would OU automatically answer Question yes

Irregardlegs

Yes or regardless

10 Well am confused on the definition Not

regarding that stuff that could make it
12 tJh-huh

13 am not sure about the question

14 Okay Let me repeat the question

15 You have Question No before you

16 and you are asked to answer the question yes or

17j
no

18 got that part

19 Okay Would you automatically answer the question

20 yes for the simple fact that you have found him

21 guilty already regardless of the evidence that

22 might be presented to you

23 tou mean -- you re saying because he is guilty

24 Would say yes to hat

25 Right Right
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No wouldiit

Okay Now in the first stage they would have

to prove toyou beyond reasonable doubt and

the burden continues throughout the trial with

them

Do you agree with me earlier

Yes

That also the case in the second Stage They
must prove to you these two questions beyond

10 reasonable doubt Would YOU demand that from

11 them to prove to YOU in order for you to answer

12 beyond reasonable doubt those two questions

13 Yes

14 Now see you are manager of pizza place

15 Would that affect your job in any way We may

16 be here week five to seven days

17 Would that affect your job in any way
18 It would affect all of us but no could get

19 it Covared

20 Where is it located

21 Near the Astrodome between O.s.T and Braegwood

22 Now there will be times where of course YOU

23
know this is the death of police officer and

24
there will be times where witnesses or family

25
members of the deceased officer might come and
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testify and can almost assure you it might be

an emotional phase of the trial

Could YOU decipher or take away the

emotions and stick with the facts and make your

decision strictly on the facts of the case

Yes

Could you do that

tJh-huh

And could you place that burden continuously

10 throughout the whole trial on the State to prove

11 to you beyond reasonable doubt

12 Yes

13 And could you keep an open mind

14 Yes

15 throughout the whole trial

16 And could you give Mr Guerra the

17 presumption of innocence throughout the whole

18 trial until they could prove to you beyond

19 reasonable doubt he is guilty

20 Yes

21
All right Let me ask you something Say for

22 example if you go in the deliberation room on

23
the guilt-or-jnnoce5 stage and you think he

24 might be guilty but the State has not proved

25
to you beyond reasonable doubt that he is
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guilty how would your verdict be

Repeat it Would you ask it again

If you go into the deliberation room and think

about what transpired in the case and scratch

your head little bit and say to yourself

think he is guilty but the State didnt prove it

to me beyond reasonable doubt

How would your verdict be

Not guilty

10 All right Just moment Let me confer with

ill Mr E.izondo

12 MR HERNANDEZ That is all we have

13 Your Honor

14 MR MOEN We will accept Mr Busby

15 THE COURT What says the Defense

16
MR ELIZONDO We would gladly accept

him

181 THE JUROR You accept me Does that

19
mean will serve

20 THE COURT Yes and need to visit

21
with you

22
First of all if you will stand and

23
raise your right hand to be sworn as juror

24
Mr Busby was sworn

95
THE COURT Have seat and let me
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give you few instructions

As told you earlier we anticipate

that we will start the evidence in the case

Monday It may be Tuesday or Wednesday before

we get to it

In the meantime you will be allowed to

go about your normal activities

am going to give you an information

sheet that should an emergency arise and you

10
need to leave town or for whatever reason you

11
can-contact us If you will let us know that

12
so we can make appropriate arrangements in that

13
event

14
Here are the names written in Ask

15
for coordinator if such an emergency arises

16
We will try to let you know day or

17 two ahead of that time so you can arrange your

18 schedule

19
You will be more than likely to serve

20
five or six days as said You will be away

21
from your employment during that time and you

22
will probably need to make arrangements for that

23
Also in the meantime if there is any

publicity whether in the newspapers radio or

25 television please studiously avoid reading
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anything listening to anything watching

anything concerning this case and during the

course of the trial can guarantee you there

will be publicity in probably all three of those

forms of media

will instruct you to avoid reading

wathing or listening to anything during that

time

Your service or decision rather

io must be based upon the evidence you hear in this

11 courtroom and not anything heard outside the

12 courtroom Okay

13 Do you have any questions

14 THE JUROR No

15 THE COURT Okay We will talk to you

16
and let you know when to come but it will be

17
sometime next week

18 THE JUROR If it is Monday you will

19
contact me

20 THE COURT will contact you one

21
way or the other

22
THE JUROR Thank you sir

23

24

25
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VINCENT HORBELT

was Called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

THE COURT All right Mr Bax

you may proceed

10 MR BAX Thank you Your Honor

11 By Mr Bax Good morning Mr Horbelt

12 As the judge mentioned earlier am

13
Dick Bax with the District Attorneys Office

14 There is another Assistant District

15 Attorney by the name of Bob Moen -- or he was

16
seated here earlier

17j
Together we will be representing the

18 State of Texas and the family of James Harris

19
in the prosecution of Ricardo Aldape Guerra who

20
is seated there at the end of the table

21
have noticed from your information

22
form that you have filled out for us that you

23
have served on criminal jury once before

24
Yes

25
How long ago was that
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think about two years ago

am sure in that case you were brought over with

group of people and the lawyers talked to you

as group

Was it six-man or twelve-man jury

you were on

It was six believe

misdemeanor case

Yes

10 And probably they were talking for thirty minutes

each guess Both sides selected the jury and

12 started with the trial

13 They did have trial and forget the process

14
we went through about that

15 am sure it probably only took an hour or so but

16
this jury we are selecting now we started

171 selecting this jury on August 30th We are into

18
our fifth week Weve got ten jurors and weve

19
got to get two more

20
The reason we do it individually number

21
one the law requires it and number two it

29
allows the jury to feel more comfortable in

23
answering some of the questions we need to talk

to them about
24

As you know should this Defendant or
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any Defendant be found guilty of capital murder

there is only one of two punishments available to

that man life sentence or the death penalty

Okay

An the reason we bring people

individually is so they are not influenced by what

others say We are not trying to conduct

debate or change your viewpoints or another

persons viewpoints At this stage of the trial

10 there are no right or wrong answers What we are

11 trying to do is find out honestly how the person

12 feels about the d.eati penalty and whether they

13 themselves could participate in such trial

14 There are many people in our community

15 who for whatever reason religious upbringingg

16 OT whatever tell could not never

l7 personally participate in death penalty case

18 Iy religion tells me no one has the right to

19 take the life of another person and certainly

20 person is entitled to that position

21 What puts person on the jury is how

22 they answer these questions and if person would

23
be honest and tell us honestly they couldnt

24
do it that is fine and if he can participate

25
in aproper case that is fine also so guess
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the question need to ask you is How do you

fee about the death penalty Do you feel it is

proper punishment in certain cases Would you

classify yourself as in favor of the death penalty

or opposed to the death penalty

would say am in favor of it but would find

would find it very very difficult to reach

that Conclusion myself would prefer not to

make that decision if Could help it

10 Okay There is nothing -- dont think it would

ii be an easy job for anybody

12 No It would be difficult for me to reach that

13 conclusion but am in favor of it

14 Okay hope that no one out there in our society

15 today believes if find someone guilty would

16 automatically give him the death penalty and it

17
would be easy Hopefully that is not the case

18 have had other people come through

19 basically with the same viewpoint you have given

20
us believe in the death penalty but dont

21
know that perscnally could be involved in that

22
procedure Okay

23
tjh-huh

24
Let me take you through the questions that would

25
be required of you to answer if you were on
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jury and see if you Could answer those questio8

Without violating your belLefs If you feel you

could never answer those questions in utanrer

that would require the judge to assess the death

penalty that is fine and you just need to tell

us that Okay

Sure

need to ask you these questions first of

all let me ask you this Let us say YOU listened

10
to evidence and you found person was guilty of

11
capital rurder lets say taking the life of

12
police officer

13
After you heard that evidence assume

14
with me that you believe that the evidence showed

15
the man was guilty beyond reasonable doubt

16
Could you follow your oath and find him

171 guilty of capital murder knowing by finding that

person guilty you are setting him up for one of

19
two punishments life or death

20
Would iou be able to participate in

21
guilty ferdict

think could but would rather not22

23
So you wouldnt -- you could find person guilty

think so
24

25
am going to get it down to little more detailec
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question

If you find person guilty of capital

murder the two questions here on the board are

submitted to the jury Okay

Yes

Depending on how the jury answers these two

questions the judge will either assess life or

death If all twelve jurors answer Question No

yes based on the evidence and all twelve jurors

10 answer Question No yes based on the evidence

then the judge must assess the death penalty Re

12
has no choice Two yes answers no matter what

13 the judge believes he must assess the death

14 penalty

15 understand

16
If either Question or is answered no by the

17j
jury the judge tust by law assess life

18 imprisonment

19
Even though you dont go back as

20 juror and say We assess the death penalty or

21
life imprisc.nrtent you know by these two answers

22
what the judge will do All right

23
Yes

24
Assume you have found person guilty of capital

25
murder and we are at the punishment stage and you
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have heard evidence about the crime and heard

other evidence about the mans background to help

you answer these questions You are the only

one who can answer the next question am going

to phrase to YOU Okay

Okay

If the evidence showed beyond reasonable doubt

81
that the answer to Question No should be yes

could you answer it yes knowing that then it

ioh would take only one more yes answer for the death

penalty or would you either refuse to answer it

12 or answer it no so you wouldnt be part of the

13 death penalty

14 think could answer it yes or no witri some

15 explanation of what the definitions or what

16 is meant by those two words deliberately and

17 reasonably

181
We will get into that in few minutes Okay

19
It isnt clear to me what they mean

20 The reason they are underlined you will not be

21
given definition

22 We will go into the contents in just

231
minute

24 You could answer Question yes depending

25
on the evidence is that correct
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Yes

Assume with me now that you have found person

guilty and you have answered Question No yes
You come to Question No Okay And really

not with regard to the content of the question at

this time --

Yes

do you feel you could ever answer Question

yes knowing by answering that question yes the
10

judge will assess the death penalty or will

11
you answer it no to avoid the death penalty and

12 assure life sentence

13 Once again if the word Probability was defined
14 think could The way it is written there
15 everyone it would seem to me would have to say

16 agree in that question that probability exists

17 That they have done something

18 with everybody Probability exists they might

19 do something

20 Okay

21 As it is put there dont know any other

22 answer to the question but yes that the

23 Probability does exist

24 Lets go over the questions and will try to

25 give-you ideas of the definitions Okay
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Yes

Number one was the conduct deliberate in causing

the deathand number two was it done with the

reasonab1e expectation that someone would die

as resu of that Conduct

lould you agree with me that Question

No fir2t of all asks the jury to

reevaluate the evidence they have already heard in

arriving at guilty verdict

10 Yes

ii In other words look back on the facts for which

12 the persons on trial

13 Yes

.14 Deliberate to me -- dont know what it means to

15 you You will have to use your everyday meaning

16 for that term but to me it means on purpose or

17 willful

18 ow would you define deliberate

19 That is the word am having trouble with If

20 you define it as other than accidentally as being

21 deliberate would recognize what that word

22 means

23
think you are probably pretty close lot of

24 times people think of deliberately as thought

25 process
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It may not have been planned in advance would

take it to mean other than accidental dont

know whether that is good or not

That is fine That is good because it is going

to be your definition You are to the one to

define it in terms of your everyday experience

think if my conduct were deliberate in causing

the death of someone it would be the same as

on purpose was defining deliberate and what

10
it means right now

11 Reasonable expectation Let me give you couple

12 of hypotheticals Maybe it will be easier to

13 understand at this stage Okay

14 In the first part of the trial the

15 guilt-orinnocence stage okay

16 Uh-huh

17
-- you have to decide from the evidence whether

18 the Defendant intentionally and knowingly took the

19 life of police officer Okay

20 If you find he did intentionally take

21
the life of police officer as said before

22 we get to thesi questions intentionally will be

23

defined for you The judge will tell you what

24j intentionally means

25 The law is that person acts
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intentionally if it is his conscious objective

or desire to engage in the conduct Okay

Lets talk more about what he was

thinking about Okay

Let me give you an example where

person could be guilty of intentionally causing

the death of someone and perhaps not have acted

deliberately or had the reasonable expectation

someone would die

101 dont understand that Say that again

11 Let me give you an example where someone may act

12 intentionally in causing the death of another

13 person and yet the jury may find he has not

14 acted deliberately or did not act with the

15 reasonable expectation someone would die Let me

16 give you fact situation

l7 Two people get together and decide they

is are going to rob bank Okay One man decides

19 he is going to be the actual triggerman go in

20 and hold up the teller and demand the money

21 The other man really is going to be the

22 getaway driver He is going to sit out in front

23 in the getaway car and keep the car running while

24
his buddy goes inside and robs the clerk

25 While the man is inside robbing the
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clerk the security guard catches on to what is

going on and the man doing the robbing shoots

and kills the security officer Okay He has

killed somebody

That could be an off-duty police

officer or whatever but under our law if two

people conspire together to do robbery if one

of the two commits an offense both people are

guilty even the man out front even if he didnt

10 have the intent to cause the death of someone

if he should have anticipated someone would die

12 as result of that conspiracy and think you

13 will agree if two people go in with loaded

14 gun there may be possibility someone may get

15 shot if something goes wrong

16 hear you but dont agree with you

17 Under our law both people are guilty of capital

18 murder The murder inside he does the shooting

19 but the person outside with the getaway car he

20 is just as guilty as the man inside Okay

21
hear you yes

22
When you get to the punishment stage with the man

23
who went inside and did the shooting you may say

24 Yes he went inside and pulled the trigger and

25
had the reasonable expectation someone would die
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because anytime man goes in with loaded

pistol he should anticipate someone might die

All right

When the jury is asked about the man in

the getaway car YOU should say there was no

deliberate conduct He was this getaway driver

He did not have the reasonable expectation someone

would die

Do you follow me

10 Yes

11
Do you see where this question could be answered

12 yes or no even though you found him guilty of

13 causing the death

14
As to the fellow outside would have to say

15

16
You could see where he could be found guilty

17
Maybe in the eyes of the law

18
Would you be able to find someone like that guilty

19
of capital murder the getaway driver if it were

20
shown he knew the man was going in with loaded

21
pistol

22
dont think so Mo

23
You could only find someone guilty of capital

24
murder if they pulled the trigger and did the

shooting
25
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Yes

If you found the person in the case it was the

person who pulled the trigger and did the shooting1

all right would YOU automatically answer this

question yes that he had to deliberately and

acted with reasonable expectation that someone

would die

No would answer it yes if felt that were the

case but dont think the two things go together

10 necessarily

11 You would have to weigh it and base it on the

12 evidence

13 think of someone shooting in self-defense

14 deliberately but it nav not be that you want to

15 kill the other person You are protecting

16 yourself and not expecting them to die

17 You may have situation where someone shoots

18 somebody in the leg like the robber trying to

19 keep someone from getting the license plate

20 number

21 Yes

22 If someone dies as result of that act he could

231
have acted deliberately or intentionally without

24 reasonable expectation someone would die

25 Yes
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Row about Question Question is

different

It is really asking you about t.he man

on trial What type of person is he
As told you before think if you answered

that honestly would say yes about everybody
The Probability exists With everybody there is

Probability

That is Psychiatric question and tough one
It is kind of asking the jury to

11 predict the future isnt it

12 It is

13 Row would you define Probability guess

14 everything has Probability There is

15 Probability that the sun wont rise tomorrow but

16 that Probability might be .00001

17f Everything is probabe Possible no

18 You believe everything is probable but no matter

19 who is on trial your answcr would be yes
20 My answer would be yes might do that dont
21

intend to do that

22
Let me give yot an example

231 Lets say you were asked that question

24
by two different people One person all you

25
knew about him was he was fine upstanding
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citizen had raised his family gone to school

had steady job took care of his family never

had problems with the law and if you were asked

whether there was Probability that that person

would commit criminal acts of violence that would

constitute continuing threat to society

would have to say there was rmote

possibility

And if you were asked that question of someone

10 you knew took pistol to take things from people

11 by force what would you think about that persons

12 probabi1ty

13 would say greater probability

14 So probability in that term think means

15 somethIng more than possibility Okay

16 Possibility anything is possible

17 Probability to me means chances are or more

18 likely than not Okay And you can see like

19 the first example about th person whos never

20 been in trouble before raised family had

21 good job it is more likely than not he will not

22
commit criminal acts of violence

23 Would you agree with me

24
More likely than what Than someone who has

25
He is more unlikely to commit criminal acts of
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

violence than likely

think we may reach that conclusion but it may

not be true

It may not be true but someone who carries

pistol and steals from other people in that case

it may be more likely than not he would commit

criminal acts in the future

think you can see that

think we would say yes to that

Can you see where that question could be answered

yes or no depending on the evidence Question

think it would have to be answered yes If

you answered yes to the other questions if you

found aperson guilty and said yes to the first

one think you would have to say yes to the

second one

How about this question

seventeen-yearold says he is going

to commit robbery for whatever reason He

hasnt got any money cant get job has been

unable to work and he goes into Utotem and

demands money from the teller He is scared

nervous upset The teller is not responding

quick enough for the seventeen-yearo1d He gets

scared and fires shot to the side trying to
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speed him up Okay

Unbeknownst to him the bullet goes

through the wall and shoots customer in the

store and kills that customer

Under the law he has committed capital

murder He has intentionally caused the death

of someone during the course of robbery Okay

Hum

When you go to trial all you hear about that

io person is he never meant to do something wrong

He didnt mean to kill the person outside and nevei

12 meant to kill the person outside but can you see

13 the answer to Question could be no depending on

14
the evidence

15
think in that case would answer No no

16 also because wouldnt consider that deliberate

17 Okay

18
And would answer no probably to the other one

19 also

20
So you can see your answer to these questions

21
would have to be based on the evidence

22
think so

23
Let me go over -- am going to go over these

24i
briefly

25 These are obligations you would have
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as juror the same obligations you would have

had as juror couple of years ago on the

marijuana case

Uh-huh

The Defendant is presumed to be innocent The

fact he is here represented by attorneys and chargE

by indictment is no evidence of guilt Can you

at this time presume him to be innocent

Yes Yes

10
Do you recall reading or hearing anything about

11
this case either in the newspapers or on TV

12
No No

13 Itisfairtosay..

14
didnt remember it when the ji.idge described it

15
this morning

16
There is so much going on

17
MR ELIZONDO object to the

18
prosecutor prejudicing the juror Your Honor

19
THE COURT Sustained

20
MR ELIZONDO ask that he be

21
instructed to disregard the last comment

22
MR BAX Fine didnt say anything

23
By Mr Bax You are saying you do not recall

24
anything about this particular case

No do not
25
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Is it fair to say you keep up with the newspapers

and what is going on

think so

Did the Defendant testify in the case you were

juror on

Mo he did not

sin sure you were instructed by the judge in that

case you could not use that failure as evidence

of guilt

10 That case was more case of whether or not the

11 material that was found on the person was or

12 wasn marijuana and whether ile knew it was

13 or wasntt marijuana when he had it

14 Okay

15 That was more the flavor of that case and that

16 was really the question that was put to us

17 Were you able to resolve that question

Yes Yes

19
Could you if this Defendant chose not to testify

20 could you put that aside and base your verdict on

21
the evidence

22
think so

23 My burden of proof is the same here today as it

24 was in your marijuana case have to prove to

25 you beyond reasonable doubt that the Defendant
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number one is guilty and number two that thee

questions should both be answered yes

Because we are talking about the death

penalty doesnt mean my burden of proof is here

It is my same burden of proof that the State had

to meet when it tried that marijuana case few

years ago

There is no way could prove to you

beyond all doubt or beyond shadow of doubt

10 this Defendant is guilty There will be no video

11 cameras no video replays and guess the only

12 way could prove anything to twelve people beyond

13 all doubt would be if the twelve jurors who were

14 the jurors were the witnesses in the case and

15 if you are witness you are not allowed to be

16 juror

17 Do you understand me

18 heard you

19 And if you had twelve people you would have

20 twelve versions particularly if it were

21
confused situation

22 There is no way can prove to you

23 beyond all doubt You may have some doubt but

24
unless it is beyond reasonable doubt you will

25
be required to return verdict of guilty
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agree and agree there would always be

doubt unless you physically saw it yourself

Yes

Would you require you may you know guess

you are the only one who could answer this Would

you require me to prove it beyond doubt or

would you hold me to prove it only beyond

reasonable doubt

would ask you to do it by laws whether

10 mentally could do that dont know

11
How do you feel about that Do you feel because

12
we are talking about capital murder case the

13
State should be required to prove it beyond all

14
doubt

15
believe that but also repeat what said in

16
the beginning It is going to be almost

17
impossible to ever reach that conclusion that

18
man should be put to death It is very difficult

19
for me to reach that yes

20
hope that is the way most people in our society

21
feel It would be difficult

22
Can you see how it has to be done

23
sometimes

Yes
24

25
You cannot say Judge sentence him to death or
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sentence him to life

Yes

But answering two questions based on the evidence

You are saying the same thiriggjvjng the judge
61 no choice so you are saying the same thing to

him

guess the reason am in dilemma is on the

one hand you say you can answer that question

10 yes and answer Question yes and as matter

ii of fact when you answered yes YOU would

12 automatically answer yes

13 think so Yes

14 Qb And you say that on the one hand and then say it

15 would be almost impossible for you to do that

16
It would have to be very Very strong very

17 clear case with very clear evidence before could

18 ever reach that COflC1US1O

19
Would you automatically answer that second questjo

20 yes Lets say that YOU found that the person

21
on trial shot another person three times in the

22 head

23 Would that

24J
No

251 MR ELIZONDO2 Objection Your Honor
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That is repetitious Hes already asked that

question

THE COURT Overruled

MR ELIZONDO object to confining

this juror to certain set of facts

THE COURT On that particular question

the way it is phrased overrule that objection

By Mr Bax Lets say you have heard evidence

and you are convinced the person is guilty

10 Yes

11 and you are convinced the person acted

12 deliberately and acted with the reasonable

13 expectation someone would die All right

14 And lets say the evidence you heard

15 was the Defendant shot someone during the course

16
of robbery or whatever the situation was three

17
times in the head or four times in the head

18
lets say but more than once

19
Yes

20 Under those types of facts would you automatica11

21
answer yes regardless of the other question

22
MR ELIZONDO Same objection Your

23
Honor He is trying to confine this juror to

24
certain set of facts

25 THE COURT Overruled
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By Mr Baa You can answer Would you

would prDbably have to say yes to the Second

question then

Would the fact lets say you were at the

punishrnentstage of the trial and you learned

throughout the trial at some point of the trial

the person was an illegal alien not lawfully here

in our country when the crime took place Okay

Would that affect you in the way you

io answered these questions

No

12
Can you see where you could use that fact if

13 you wanted to the person was doing one illegal

14
act in helping you to answer that second question

15
No think --

16
So the fact the person is an illegal alien would

17
not affect you one way or the other

18
No

19
Have you ever heard about probation murder

20 case person receiving probation

21
have heard of it yes Oh yes

22
How do you feel about person receiving

93
probation for the intentional taking of the life

94
of another person

25
have never thought about it
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Can you envision situation where you could

participate in verdict which would call for

probation for the intentional taking of another

persons life

When you ay intentionally you mean like

Conscious objective or desire to engage in the

conduct In other words pulling out pistol

pulling the trigger and the cause of that is

someone dies

10 Except in self-defense

ii Selfdefense is not murder That is not guilty

12
if person kills in selfdefense

13 Murder guess is killing without

14 justificatjo

15 would imagine there are circumstances where

16
could agree on probation yes sir do think

17

18 One of your other obligations if it were

19
misdemeanor case doubt that the judge told

20 you this but in felony case the jury is not

21
to consider how long person would have to serve

22
on life sentence in deciding what the answers

23
to these questions should be

Yes
24

25
The judge will tell you if anyone alludes to or
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mentions parole or how long person is to Serve

the jury is to immediately tel the person to stop

it and if the person continues to persist in

talking about parole your obligation as juror

would be to inform the judge by telling the bailif

Do YOU understand

understand

First of all could you decide these questions

based on the evidence and not based on how long

10 person would have to serve if he received

11 life sentence

12 dont understand that

13 Okay

14 Say that again

15 Okay You are back there and trying to decide

16
what the answers to Questions and are

17
First -- evidently the person has been found

18 guilty before we get to these questions

19 Yes Lets assume that You have found person

20 guilty and we are back there trying to decide

21
whether the answers to the questions should be

22 yea yes or no no or yes no or what

23 Yes

24 And the judge must tell you you are to base your

25 answers to these questions on the evidence and
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you cannot base it on how long person woula

hav to serve

understand

lot of people in society are concerned about

that

MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor

to the prosecutor emphasizing the law of parole

THE COURT Overruled

By Mr Bax lot of people when they get back

io there dont decide-on the evidence but say

11 am not going to give him life know he will be

12 out in twelve years

13 So you cant vote on the death penalty

14 for that reason am sure you agree with that

15
that your answers should be based on the evidence

16 agree on that

l7
And not based on how long person would have to

18
serve if he received life sentence The judge

19
will tell you that Okay

20
Yes

21
Could you follow that instruction

22
think could yes

23
And the reason mention that to you if the jury

24
does discuss parole if they do go back there and

25
decide how long person would have to serve that
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is automatic reversal and we would start aij

Over again

Exage me but thought there wag only one

decision to be made and that is life ninetynine

years or death

Werent we told that before

If you found person guilty of capital murder

If you do that

There is no problem with probation or

io length of time but cant see where that comes

11 into it

12 Let me give you an example

13 Lets say juror heard the evidence

14 and after hearing the evidence found someone

15 guilty

16 Yes

17
And there are several jurors worried about the

18
fact well the State hasnt proved the answers

19
should be yes You think the answers should be

20 no but you think If we answer them no he is

21
going to get life sentence Okay And the

22
jury says If we give him life they will parole

23
him He wont do life but will get out in twelve

24
years

25
MR ELIZONDO object to the
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prosecutor stressing the law of parole

MR BAX He has asked me question

and am giving him an explanation

THE COURTi We may going farther than

we should

Sustained

By Mr Bax All right am not allowed to ask

you anything further about it but can you follow

the judges instructions and if someone starts

10 talking about how long the person would have to

ii serve could you tell the judge

12 could yes

13 MR ELIZONDO Same objection Your

14 Honor

15 would if the judge instructed me to yes

16
He will instruct you on that

17 Does your wife have have you ever

18 talked with your wife about the death penalty

19 perhaps in reading about some cases in the

20 newspaper where it upset you so much you felt the

21 person should receive the death penalty for the

22
crime

23
Yes am sure we have

24
Would she basically be of the same opinion that

25
certain crimes call for the death penalty
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She feels no one should be punished Particularly

young boy

Just how does Mr Horbelt feel about police

officer being killed How does that

Well never really thought about it before but

guess we feel and am not sure it is right

it is like greater crime than civilian beinq

killed but dont think that is right to considex

it that way But you basically do without

10
realizing it It gets more publicity and more

11 signficance it being police officer

12 Of course the law sets aside certain individuals

13 police officers firemen people who work at our

14 prisons and sets those people aside and says

15 Yes if you are killed by someone and they know

16 who you are and they know what you do for

17 living

18 Okay

19 Yes

20 we are going to make the punishment more

21 severe and protect the people that protect is

22 Okay

23
Firemen protect us Police officers

24
protect us People at the prison protect us

25 What we tell these people is If you
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are killed in Protecting us we are going to make

that person who kills you more accountable

didnt know that was so Is that so
Yes That is why we set aside dont set aside

police officer just because we say lets pick

police officers but if someone kills police

officers you can pretty much tell what his feeljn

would be towards the rest of US Probably

person who would kill police officer would not

10 have any trouble killing someone else if they

11 got in the way Would you agree with that

12 No wouldnt agree with that think where

13 person is confronted by police officer with

14 gun and his life is threatened as opposed to

15 civilian whv is unarmed and not protected that

16 would be more reason to shoot at the polIce

17 officer who is protected

18
The fact that the policeman has gun out

19
That would be different

20 That would tell you something different about the

21
fellow

22 Yes

23
Youve got doctor and dentist and warehouge

24
man as children

25
Yes
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Youve done very well

Yes

Are they all still living in the Houston area

No

Whereabouts are they

Only one is in Houston

Where is the doctor

The doctor is in Kansas and the dentist is up

around Rusk Texas dont know whether you know

io where that is

11 am not sure am Yankee and came to go to

12 law school and sort of stayed

13 The dentist by the way it didnt influence me

14 but he is dentist for the state correctional

15 institution and he is the inhouse dentist

16
and his offices and everything are there and

17
supplied by he takes care of the dental

18
requirements of the people

19
The prisoners

20
Of the people in this correctional institution

21
They are not all criminals Some are mentally

22
ill et cetera some of them

23
Have you ever discussed with him some of the

24
problems

25
No havent seen him since he graduated from
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dental We had family argument and

havent seen him

Do you play golf at the Deerwood Country Club

Yes

Do you play that much

Not very often

Do you have questions of me as to anything we

have discussed

Mo would like to impress upon you again it

l0 would be very very difficult for me to ever

11 ever reach the decision to put someone to death

12 Let me ask you this

13 But not impossible

14 We have talked today in hypotheticals Okay

15 Yes

16 If you were on this jury and if you find this

17 Defendant guilty of capital murder

18 Yes

19 will guarantee you right now Mr Moen and

20 will be before you and eleven other people askinc

21 you to answer both of these questions yes

22 depending on the evidence

23 realize that

24 We are actively seeking the death penalty in this

25 case All right
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understand

If you were the foreman of that jury and after

hearing the evidence YOU believed he was guilty

along with eleven other people could you sign

the verdict form saying Yes Your Honor we find

the Defendant guilty of capital murder

think could

And at the punishment stage could you sign the

verdict answering this question yes and the

io
second question yes if it were proved to you

ii knowing he would receive the death penalty

12 could

13 It wouldnt be easier but you could do it if the

14 evidence called for it Can you make that

15 gUarantee

16 could

171 THE COURT Before you begin want to

18
make all of you aware have an appointment at

19 noon We have fifteen minutes If we are not

20 through we will take it up after that

21

22 EXAMINATION

23

24
QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDO

25
Horbelt how are you today
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Its an iinugual day for me

imagine is

Yes

You work at Todd Shipyards and have been there

thirty-seven years

Yes

Are you the general manager of the whole shipyard

or the manager of certain area of this

particular yard

10 For Houston

How nany employees do you have under your employ

12 It runs from 300 to 700 in total yards

13 You have Todd Shipyard in Seattle dont you

14 Yes and several places in the United States

15
we have yards

16
As the Prosecution told you this is capital

17 murder case and in capital murder case as in

18
all cases in Texas the State has the burden of

19 proof The burden of proof is to prove to you

as prospective juror this case beyond

21
reasonable doubt to your satisfaction They have

22
to prove to you that in Harris County Texas

23
on particular day this Defendant shot

94
police officer in the lawful discharge of an

25
official duty knowing at the time that he was
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police officer They must prove that to you

beyond reasonable doubt

The term reasonable doubt will not

be defined for you There is no legal definition

of the term reasonable doubt The judge wont

give you one wont give you one and he cant

give you one but all can do is give you

comparison and analogy

Across the street at 301 Fannin

10 in the civil courthouse where they try cases over

11 personal injuries workmens compensation cases

12 sometimes for iilliong of dollars the burden of

13 proof over there is proof by preponderance of

14 the evidence the greater weight of the credible

15 evIdence The one that has the most credible

16
evidence wins

17
In the ciii courthouse am sorry

l8 am in the crirnra1 courthouse where

19 persons life or liberty literally at stake

20 in this case as ..n tis case the legislature

21
side before we can convict anybody1 before we

22
can forfeit anybodys life the State of Texas

23
zi1l have heavier burden and that burden will

241
be to proof beyond reasonable doubt

25
So you can see or you understand maybe
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that in the criminal courthouse where persons
life or liberty is literally at stake the burden
of proof is higher is greater

Do yOU agree with that or disagree with
that

heard what YOU said and understand it
Do you agree

PM dont know why it is that way but it Is
You dont know why it is that way

10 io dont dont understand

11 What do you mean by that

12 PM Well it seems like that in contract case
13 They are fighting over money
14 dont agree with it think in contract
15 case YOU could reach COflC1U3io as to what was

16
right or wrong

17 Correct

18
PM And make definite COnclUsion that Positively

19 this person was right and this one was wrong
20 think indivitiuaily we could make that decision
21 It wouldnt be that this guy is forty percent

22 and this one is sixty percent so am going to

23
give him the money dont agree with that part

24
of it

95 Does it make sense
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see what you are saying but in the civil

Courthouse you would only have to believe lets
say in your hypothetical that he was sixty

percent sixty percent of the greater weight of

the evidence was on his side and therefore you

would find in his favor

If that were the instructions think we could

do .t yes

Do you see or do you understand that in the

10 criminal courthouse the burden of proof the

11 Statets burden of proving their case is heavier

12 burden

13 Given the circumstances you have described

14 agree they certainly are yes sir

15 Do you agree with that or disagree

16 agree with it yes

17 The State of Texas normally will proceed in

18 criminal case they will normally -- they will

19
read the indictment you to the jurors and

20 the Defendant will then either plead guilty or not

21 guilty

22 can assure you as actively as they are

23 seeking the death penalty we will be seeking the

24
not guilty from the jury

25 After the Defendant pleads not guilty
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then the State will put on its evidence They

will call witnesses to the witness stand and

they will give their version of the facts

You as juror will be able to see

itt1ng right there in the jury box you will be

close to the witnesses and be able to watch their

demeanor how they testify and their inconsistent

statements and based on that you can believe

some of all of or not all of their testimony

101
You will be the judge of the facts The judge

will be the judge of the law

12 After they get through testifying the

13 State will then rest its case That means That

l4 is all we have At that point in time the

15 Defendant can if he chooses he can testify He

16 can put on evidence Me doesnt have to but

171
lets assume for minute he doesnt put on any

l8 evidence whatsoever and we rest our case also

19 Youd go back in the jury delIberation

20 room-

21 Uh-huh

22
-- and you are sitting back there and saying to

231
yourself Maybe he did it dont know but

24
think he did it but it hasnt been proven to

251 me beyond reasonable doubt
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In that type of situation what would

your verdict be

would have to find him if came to the

conclusion they had not proved it beyond

rea3onabl doubt would have to say not guilty

But you can say or you can see where you might

be put in switch where in your own mind you

might say think he did it
imagine thats exactly the thought process that

io would go on right during the testimony and

11 -rentually wher you reach that decision

12 kay

13 think that is the decision that has to be

14 riade

15 Right but can you see where you might say to

16 yourself think he did it but they havent

i7j proven it to me beyond reasonable doubt and

18 therefore am going to find him ot guilty

19
Yes That is what keep saying almost

20
would lean heavily that way alrost f9el

21
would because find giving the death penalty

22
very difficult thing to do

23
It 3hOUlci Rightfully so

24
would be swayed tremendously the other way

25
would have to be completely absolutely
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cOnVInced

Beyond reasonable doubt

Yes Almost beyond the potht of reasonable

doubt

MR BAX Based on that last response

based on almost beyond reasonable doubt the

State will have challenge

THE COURT will let you have him back

in minute

10 Go ahead

11 By Mr Elizondo am sorry but didnt hear

12 YOU Would you say you would hold the State to

13 higher burden than what the law provides

14 The law says the State only has the

15 burden of proving their case to you as juror

16 say think in my mind unless it was crystal

17
laar that the Defendant was guilty except in tha

181 case that is the only case would find him

19 guilty Otherwise would find him not guilty

20 Well crystal clear --

21
In other words no doubt positive in my mind from1

22
what heard

23 We nig-it be getting caught in semantics here

24
am not sure

25
The law says that the State has to
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prove its case to you beyond reasonable doubt

not beyond 1l doubt shadow of doubt not

beyond all dc..ibt because the only way they could

do that would be if they had videotape

We agree the problem of reasonable doubt is hard

to define

You wculdnt hold them to greater burden than

the law provides

What would happen would have to decide what

io is reasonable because it is not being explained

ii to rie and in case it would be very very hard

12 to prcv that the fellow was guilty

13 But you coud follow the law couldnt you

14 could try it Yes

15 rtR ELIZONDO That is all we could

16
ask

17 submit he is qualified

18 MR BAX Judge may ask hi one or

19
two questions

20

21
EXAMINATION

22

23
QUESTIONS BX

24
Mr Horbelt lets go back to your marijuana case

25 you were on Okay
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Yes

In that case the State had to prove its case

beyond reasonable doubt

Of course in that case the punishment

the elloz was looking at was probably fine or

jail term up to six months not talking about

signIficant punishment Usually those cases are

handled by probation the fellow receives usually

slap on the hand

10 Idnt know that at the time

11 rm what nderstand what think you are

12 us and correct me if am wrong

13 when we ce talkn about capital murder when we

14 re talking about the death penalty

15 Yes

16 when you used the term crystal clear

17
Yes

18 absolutely positive probably beyond the

point of reasonable -- think that is basically

20

21
It may be It ray be es It may be

22 scal1y think what you are telling us before

23
ycu coud fInd someone guilty of capital murder

24 just to Mr Iorbe1t would have to prove

25 something to you beyond all doubt
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Alrost to that point

If we were talking about whether someone had

Baggie of marijuana and new It was Bagge of

marijuana okay In that type of case wouldnt
have tc prove to you as much that the person were

guilty simply because of the conseauenceg of the

verdict

think so think in the other case the

evidence appeared to me to be so overwhelmingly

io one way that there wasnt any doubt

Let me ci-e yci an example of someone who came

12 through here and see if you could fit yourself

13
with this person fellow who said believe

14 te death penalty can understand why we

15 ha-e the death penalty and the reason for it

16
but before could find someone guilty of

171
death penalty case ycu would have to prove to me

181 -ond shadow of doub and he told us that

19 because he said ould always have to live with

20 myself and wonder what would happen if someone

21
else came forward and admitted they did the crime

22 Do you understand

23
True

24 hev almost said wouldnt hold the State to

25
that inhuman proof but he was honest enough to
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tel dont think could be fair juror

in the case because would always have doubt

and as long as had doubt would find person

not guilty knowing they would face the death

penalty

That is what am alrost saying to you It would

have to be terendously strong case am

tryin to be as honest as can

thether y.-u are talking about this case or any

101
case is there ar.yone here who feels they cant

Lt

12 That casy cut The thought crossed my mind

13 is to ttt

14 dct wat you to say anything hut what you

15 mean lou are going to be the one that has to

16
live ith what you tell us today You will

17 probably end up sitting cn this jury

18 If you tell us hich think takes

19 more courage yo tl1ing us how you feel it

20
is not way out and you.e got to live with

21
yourself hen its all ver -- and if you are

22 teling us 2ax Mr Elzondo because of

231
ie S13 el cannot sit in judgment of

24 per3.-Dr requi.ring the death penalty could not

25 siu beyond all doubt would require proof
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beyond all doubt and if that is the way you

feel that is fine

thinjc almost feel that way yes

Almost feel that way That is hard term for us

to deal with

Iknow

Ms Layne is taking down everything we are

talking about Okay

Okay

10 Someday some other court is probably going to

11 be looking at what we are talking about and for

12 them it must be crystal clear what your feelings

13 are All right

14 Al right

15 Are you telling me would have to prove to you

16
to your satisfaction beyond all doubt that the

17
person was number one guilty and number two

ls these questions should be answered yes In other

19 words do have to prove to you something more

20 than would to someone who didnt have your

21 feelings you know about the death penalty

22
think would be very hard to convince and more

23
difficult than some other people would be right

24 Basically because of your feelings on the death

25 penalty
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Yes

The finality of it

Not the death penalty am not against the death

penalty anymore than ninetynine years in jail

It may be more practical but will have diffict

time reaching that conclusion

Can you imagine any fact situation

could do it could do it What am trying

to say is could do it

10 If it were proved

If in my own heart was convinced the guy did

12
it

13
And could convince you someone did it even if

14 you had doubt in your mind or would have to

151
relieve every doubt in your mind time of day

16
color of socks

17
Almost every doubt think yes

18
You may have five witnesses that come before you

19
and say This man did it and you may five other

20
witnesses that come before you and say Someone

21
else did it

22 Could you in that situation like that

231
ever resolve that conflict or if you had two

sides would you always have reasonable doubt

25
think that that would depend lot upon what
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the people said

JUS8S my last question -- and will get off

would you hold me to higher burden of proof

than the law requires in capital murder case

where we are seeking the death penalty

Fine if you would and fine if you

wouldnt We need to know how you feel

would try not to but it would be very very

difficult

10
dont think anyone would go back there and on

11 purpose try to do you think subconsciously it

12 might affect you in the sense that you may not

13
be impartial in judging the facts of the case

14
because of your feelings

15
would try to be impartial but would also feel

16
would be influenced by my thoughts

17
MR BAX No questions

18
THE COURT must recess at this point

19
until 130 and we will come back

20
At this time recess was taken by

21
the court

22
THE COURT Bring Mr Horbelt back in

23
please sir

24
All right sir You may proceed

25
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EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDOt

Mr Rorbelt did you have nice lunch at the

cafeteria

dont have more questions to really

ask you Mr Bax went through them pretty much

in detail

We will pass you at this time

10 MR BAX We will excuse this juror

ii Your Honor

12 THE COURT Mr Horbelt thank you

13 very much didnt realize they were that close

14 to closirg before lunch

15 THE JUROR That is all right

16 Thank you very much

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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JACK LEE

was called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

EXAMIMAT ION

QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

THE COURT Come around Mr Lee and

have chair please sir

10 You may proceed

11
By Mr Bax Good afternoon Mr Lee

12
It is Officer Lee take it

13
Detective am Burglary and Theft detective

14
Have we met before at intake or anywhere

15
have seen you before

16
How about Bob Moen Have you seen him before

17 Yes have seen him before

lot of people we have been talking to about the

19
facts they have no idea what particular case it

20
is

21
am sure you probably recall the case

22
Oh yes know

You are with the Houston Police Department

Yes sir
24

25
Do you feel there is anything first of all in
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your background as being Houston Police officer

that would prevent you from being fair and

impartial juror in case such as this

No sir

Did you take part in any of the investigation of

this case whatsoever

No sir

Were you ever at the scene at Edgewood and

Walker on July 13th

10 No sir

11 What shift do you work on Burglary and Theft

12 700 to 300

l3
When all of this took place imagine you were at

14 home

15 Yes sir

16 This took place at 1000 oclock at night

17 Yes sir

Did you know Officer James Harris

19 No sir didnt know him

20
Did you know anyone in his family or anyone that

21
knew of him over there at the police department

221
No sir Not that know of

23
By your infornation concerning this case have you

241
ever read the offense report or

251 No sir Never
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Youve never talked to any of the officers

investigating this case

No sir have not.

Have you watched news accounts on TV

have watched news accounts

Have you read articles in the newspaper the

Post or the Chronicle

Yes

Based on any information concerning this case

io whether it came from the newspapers TV or the

ii grapevine at work there have you formed any

12 opinion at this point in time as to the guilt or

13
innocence of the Defendant

14 No sir have not

15
Did you even know before today that person by

16
the name of Ricardo Guerra was charged with this

17
offense

No sir dont even know the name never

19
did pay any attention to it in the paper

20 am going to take you through this rather quickly

21
know you have testified many times

22
Yes

23
And think through your testimony and experience

24
with the court you know what would be expected

25
of you as juror
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Yes

Is there anything before we go further about

your experience with law enforcement and the

courts that would cause you problem in sitting

on this case

No sir Not that know of

Officer Lee or Detective Lee do you believe in

the death penalty

Yes sir sure do

io Do you understand the death penalty is not

11 automatically assessed because person is

12 convicted of capital murder

13 Yes sir understand that

14 dont think need to go through the various

15 phases of capital murder am sure you are

16
familiar with a. kinds

17 Yes sir

18
Are you familiar with the questions

19 Yes sir

20 Do you understand that if all twelve jurors believ

21
that the answer to Question should be yes

and Question should be yes if the jury

24
answered in that manner the Defendant would be

25
sentenced to death
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Yes sir

Simply because you find person guilty of capital

murder does not automatically mean these questions

should be answered yes

No

But the answers to these questions should be based

upon the evidence and there is nothing automatic

about the answers to these questions

Yes sir That is right

101 If the Defendant of course chooses not to

testify at criminal trial you cannot use that

121 failure to testify against him

13 Can you afford this Defendant that

14 right

15 Yes sir can

16 And all Defendants are presumed to be innocent

17 The fact that they are indicted and represented by

181 attorneys gives rise to no inference of guilt

19 Can you follow that law

20 Yes sir

21
The State has to prove its case beyond reasonable

22 doubt

23 Yes sir

24
That term will not be defined for you and am

sure you have heard lawyers talk ho jurors about
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that in the past

Would you have any problem app1yjn

that burden of prof in criminal case such as

this

sir wouldnt have

think the evidence in this case may show that

this Defendant is an illegal alien Of course

the jurors should not take that into consideration1

as to whether or noe he would be found guilty or

10 not guilty

11 Would that fact alone that he is an

12 illegal alien bias or prejudice you in any way

13
in listening to the facts of the case

14 No sir It sure wouldnt

15 person of course you know that capital

16
murder means only life or death

Yes sir

If Defendant were found guilty of lesser

19
included offense of murder the punishment range

20
is then five years to life If the jury assesses

21
punishment at somewhere under ten years ten to

five years the jury could recommend probation

93
if they felt it was proper

Can you envision any set of facts

25
and am sure you have seen in investigating
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cases case where perhaps even though Person

has taken the life of another person probation

is still the proper punishment for the verdict

under all the facts and circumstances

It is possible

Qb When you say it is possible

dont think many people can say theres number

but think there are some that are deserving of

probation

10 Of course there might be some police officers

testifying in this case am sure some of the

12 police officers you may know some of the

13 detectives over there

14 Maybe

15 at Homicide

16 You would be required of course to

171 judge their credibility as they testify

18 Yes

19
And not tell the other jurors Well know Joe

20
Blow personally and try to influence the jurors

21
in any manner over there am sure you wouldnt

22
do that

23
Can you understand that all witnesses

241
whether they be police officers or whatever they

25 may -do dont take the stand with automatic
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believability

That is right

Detective Lee do you have questions of me

have gone through it quickly but am sure with

your experience with the police department you

know as much as do

Yes surely do

MR BAX No further questions

10 EXAMINATION

11

12 QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDOz

13 Mr Lee you have been police officer for

14 thirtytwo years is that correct

15 Yes sir That is correct

16 Have you ever been in the Homicide Division

17 No sir Never have

l8 How long have you been in Burglary and The
19

Ive been detective since 1958 went ii 3.irglary

20 and Theft and have been there ever since

21
Do you know Cavazos

22 No sir Sure dont

23
How about Roberts

24
Roberts dont know him by name but

25 may know him when see him work the day shift
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over there and some of the officers dont know

by name

How about Mr Blankenghjp

Blankenship think know him

How long have you known him

Oh its been years met him in baseball but

wouldnt recognize him

You wouldnt recognize him

Wouldnt recognize him unless someone introduced

him to me at length know we have an officer

by the name of Blankenship if that is the one

am thinking about

What about Arocha

No dont know him

McMahon

Pg McMannjg

McMahon

think know him just by meeting is all neve

How long have you been meeting or seeing him

havent been seeing him Wouldnt recognize him

by seeing him

What floor is Burglary and Theft on

That same floor

Same one as Homicide
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Same one as Homicide yes

How about Robinette

Robinette dont know

Newman

Newman

Newman

Newman Oh yes know Newman

How long have you known Newman

Oh for years twentyfive years

10 What do you know him from Just from the police

11
force

121 Only the department

13 Do you talk to him on few or many occasions

141 The only time talk to him is when go we

15 have few prisoners and when we are working on

16 case and burglary is involved go and speak

l7
with him about it

18 You have known him for twentyeight years that

19 correct

20 About that

21
You have known him twenty years

22 Twenty years

23
If he were witness would you give him more

24 credibility automatically

251 No sir
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Would you give him the same credibility as

everybody else

Everybody would be the same to me

Straughan or Straughan

No

Larry Trepagnier

No

Palos

No sir

io Rodriguez

No sir

12
Mr Edwards

13
know some Edwards butl am not sure if that

14
is the one the initials

15
Bratton

16
Bradley

17
Bratton

18
Bratton No sir dont know him

19
Dealejanro

20
No sir dont know him

21
Templeton

22
No sir

23
Christal

2H
No sir

251
Qh Moreno
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No sir dont know him

R.R.Ruth

Row do you spell that Ruth

RUTR
No sir dont know him

Clark

No sir

.7 Worton

Worton

10 Yes sir

No sir

121 Grant

13
How do you spell that

14
GRA-N-T

15
No sir

l6 Lott

17
Lott

18
Lott

19
Lott No sir dont know him

20
.3 Clark

21
think know Clark am not sure if that is

221
the same Clark am thinking about Is he

detective

94

25
think know him by meeting him
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1at is this Clarks first name the one yo were

inking of

1dont know just call him Clark

Clark believe is patrol officer

io dont know him

Do you know Danita Smith

at was that first name

Danita Smith

NC sir

10 Anderson

ij No sir

12
ciar1es Anderson the firearms expert

13 No sir

14 Amy Heeter

15 No sir

16
Have you ever heard of her

17
No sir dont even dont even know what

18
division she works in

19 Cooper

20 Cooper think know

21
The fingerprints man

22
Yes

23
How long have you known Mr Cooper

24
Oh about five years believe ran prints

25 through there
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Have you talked to him on few or many occasions

Just few times Have gone to have cases run

myself

Based on what you know about Mr Cooper would

you automatically give him more credibility

No air

Jordan

That sounds familiar but cant place him

Gatewood

1o
No sir

Bostock

121 Bostock know him

13 How long have you known him

14 Ever since hes been on the police department

15 Which is how long

16
Around twenty years

l7 Would you automatically give him more credibility

l8 because of what you know about him

19
No sir

20
Frank

21
French

22
Frank

23
No gjr dont think know him

24 Montero

25 No sir
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Castillo

No sir

Waitman

Waitman

Yes sir

i7o sir

St John

No sir

Ybarra

Esquibar

11 Ybarra

12 Oh no sir

13
Roberts

14
Roberts

15
Roberts

161
Io sir

17
Bloyd

181
am sorry cant hear the last

19
Bloyd

20
Bloyd No sir

21
Burmeister

22
Bureiter know him

How long have you known him

Ten years24

251
would you give him any more credibility because
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you know him

No sir

Donovan

Donovan am not sure

onicide detective John Donovan

Yes know him

How long have you known him

Five or ten ears

Holland

10 No 3ir

11 eely

12 Neely know yes sir

13 1-- -a you known him

14 T3n or fifteen years

15 Would you give him more credibility because of

16 what you know or feel about him

17 sir

Yanchak

19
No dont believe know him

20 believe it is Euge.ie

21
It sounds fariiliar but can place him

22
erman

23
erman yes know him

24
How long have you known him

Tn years
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Would you give him more credibility because of

what you ow about him outside the department or

anywhere e.L.se

No sir

West

No

Weber

No

Kent

10 Kent

Carl Kent -homicide detective

12 think kno him just as speaking acquaintanc

13 is all never worked with him or around him

14 Okay and none of these people that you know

15 you wouldn.t give them any more credibility over

16 anybody else because of what you know about them

17 No sir

18
These people have been subpoenaed by the State

19
as you might be aware of They are all Houston

20
Police officers

21
No sir didnt know anything about that

22
The reason am asking you all these names this

23
is pretty bad offense

24
Yes sir

25
is murder of police officer and the State
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is going to be asking for the death penalty and

we will be asking for not guilty

Yes sir

And if the evidence doesnt show or prove to you

beyond reasonable doubt that the man guilty

then it will be your job to find him not guilty

You realize that

Yes sir sure would

And am telling you that because all of these

10 people have mentioned Im wondering if you

11 could go up to them and say at later date

12 found Ricardo Guerra not guilty

13 Could you do that if the State didnt

14 prove their case beyond reasonable doubt

15 could do it yes sir

16 How long have you believed in the death penalty

17 guess ever since was about twenty years old

18 guess

19 Okay That is back before you were police

20 officer

21 Yes sir It sure was

22 Do you think you can judge this man and give him

23
fair and impartial trial knowing hes been

24 indicted by the Grand Jury you know

25 Yes sir think could
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And he is represented by two lawyers and it might

come to your knowledge he is an illegal alien

Would you hold that against him

No sir

Would you give him fair and impartial trial

Yes sir

MR ELIZONDO Your Honor we would

challenge for cause because he is Houston

Police officer and acquainted with many of the

io witnesses in this case and also the prosecutors

11 and also the prosecutors also on that we would

12 have challenge for cause

13 THE COURT Overruled

14 MR ELIZONDO We will excuse him

15 THE COURT Mr Lee thank you very

16
much We appreciate your time

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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HELEN JAYROE SOUTHERN

was called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR MOEN

The prospective juror had very

brief conversation with the judge out of the

10 hearing of the court reporter

11 THE COURT Have seat

12 Mr Moen and Mr Elizondo come up

13 please

14 Discussion at the bench between the

15
Court and counsel out of the hearing of the court

16 reporter

I7
By Mr Moen Is it Southern Is that how you

18 pronounce your last name

19
Yes sir

20
Just the way it looks

21
Yes sir

22
The judge just had conversation with us after

23
you had conversation with him second ago

Did one of your children get run over

251
by police officer at some time What happened
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Can you tel ins about that

Do you want me to tell you

Please Would you

As far as Iknow-

What do you know that happened What did you hear

happened

He was chased by policeman and was killed He

was on his motorcycle

It was an automobilemotorcycle chase

10 Yes

11 What were they chasing him for Traffic

12 violations Do you know Did you hear or get

13 any type of idea what happened

141 dont know

15 Did that happen here in Houston Texas

16 dont know

171
Was your son living with you at home at the time

181 No sir

How old boy was he

20 Twentyone

21 Did he go to school here in town

22 No sir He went to San Jacinto for while

23 Okay How long had you been here in town before

241
that happened

25 Well we had lived here and then we moved away
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and when we cane back it was two years

Did he come back with you

Yes air

Did you hire lawyer or anyone to find out what

happened --

No sir

what the facts were surrounding your sons

death or anything

No sir

10 still to this day you dont know why he was

fleeing or if he was in fact fleeing or what

12
even happened

13 No sir

14
How was it or who was it who notified you of your

15
sons death How did you find out about it

16
My daughter called me

17
She was notified first

181
Yes sir

19
Who was she notified by

20
minister

21
Okay What type of occupation did your son have

22
before he was killed

93
He worked for U.S Steel

appreciate your being frank with us hate

to even go over the facts surrounding your sons
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death

How long ago was this

Three years

hate to bring it up and appreciate it

Obviously you are an honest person with your

feelings and although know it is difficult for

you to mention to the judge appreciate that

This case as think the judge told

you this morning involves police officer

10 This man is charged with having killed

police officer and think YOU indicated to the

12 judge you didnt feel like you could be fair and

13 appreciate your also telling us those were your

14 feelings know it was probably difficult for

15 you to say that and take it based on what

16 happened to your son when you told the judge you

171 couldnt be fair take that on face value when

181
you indicate you couldnt be fair or impartial to

19
the police officer based on what happened to your

20

21
would be fair but it would be hard

22
Okay Well that is different than saying you

couldnt be fair

What you just told me you could be
but it would be hard to be Lair25
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Thats right

Do you feel like in your mind that right now

you at least have some feelings in favor of the

Defendant because of the fact just the general

fact that police officer was killed and what

happened to your son would it be fair to say

you have some leanings or some feelings in favor

of the Defendant and his side of the case because

of your son and the fact this man is charged with

10 killing police officer

ii No sir

12 You are not leaning one way or the other as

13 prospective juror here today

14 No sir

15 Why do you feel you cant be fair and impartial

16
It sounds like you could be to me

17 Why do you hestiate to be on case

18
like this know you have reservations can

19
see on your face you do and obviously you

20
wouldnt have stopped and talked to the judge as

21
you did if you didnt have reservations about your

22
own feelIngs about the possibility of being

23
juror on case like this

24
What kind of reservations do you have

25
or what is going on in your mind right now
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Like say can be fair can be honest but

it woud be awfully trying and hard on me if

had to go through it and that is just how

feel

Let me explain some things to you about the

procedure involved in case like this

How do you feel about the death

penalty first of all Do you have feelings in

regards to that Do you feel like your feelings

10 concerning the death penalty would even allow you

11 to be juror on case like this guess that

12 is the first question we ought to ask rather

13 than go into the type of case it is

14 How do you feel about the death penalty

15 Do you feel like your feelings concerning the deat

16 penalty the taking of another life would ever

17 allow you to be juror on case and return

Is verdict like that Some people tell us they could

19 and some people tell us their feelings

20 It would be hard It would take lot of things

Or they tell us their religious beliefs wouldnt

22 allow them to be jurors We ask everyone that

23
off the bat whether their feelings would allow

24
them to be juror on the case

25
Do you feel your feelings would allow
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you to participate in case like this

Yes

How long have you been in favor of the death

penalty or believed in the death penalty How

.cng have you been of that frame of mind

How long have been of that frame of mii
Uhhuh

Oh dont know really dont know

Would it be fair to say or assume on my part

10 that is pretty much the way you have felt all of

11 your life

12 Yes

13 But do you feel like given your feelings

14 concerning what happened to your son and why it

15 was he was killed or what resulted in his being

16 killed chased by police officer and him being

17 on motorcycle do you feel like your feelings

18 in that regard would ever allow you to be on

19 jury and return verdict you know would result

20 in someone receiving the death penalty for having

21
killed police officer

22 Do you follow me on what am saying

23
No

24 Okay Do you feel like you could get over here

25
and-be juror on case where man was accused
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of killing police officer and return verdict

that would result in someone receiving the death

penalty for having killed the police officer

Do you feel like you could ever do that because

of what happened to your son and the facts

surrounding his death

If was convinced he was guilty

Okay So what you are telling me is even in

spite of what happened to your son you could be

io juror on capital murder case where someone was

11 charged with having killed police officer and

12 you could return verdict that would result

13
in that man receiving the death penalty for having

14
killed police officer and put your feelings asidE

15 Yes sir

16
just want to be clear in my mind you understand

17
what my obligation is My obligation is not just

18
to be fair to the Defendant That is not what my

19 job is as lawyer am representing the family

20
of the police officer who was killed and that is

21
my job and am going to be asking the people

22
over here in the jury box to be giving him

23
fair trial just like would anybody else any

24
citizen who has been wronged by some criminal

25
will ask the jurors to do the same thing to
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give my clients fair trial as well as the

Defendant That is your obligation as juror

think you can see the reservations

have where juror like yourself tells me what

happened to your loved one your son and of

course my obligation as being the representative

of the family of the officer have some reservatijons

in my own mind as to whether you could be juror

in the case and Obviously you had reservations

10 in your mind as to whether or not you could be faii

11 At least get the feeling you have reservations

12 in your mind and you had to at least to make

13 comment to the judge about it which feel it

14 was right for you to do that am not saying it

15 was wrong it would have been wrong for you not tc

16
tell

17 See the situation am in

18
Yes

19
Qb Kind of like situation imagine just

20 hypothetical for me just second

21 Imagine you are being tried for

22
something for having done some crime and someone

23
stands up and says hate ladies who wear glasse

24
who have brown hair who come with white flowered

25
blouses to the courtroom but would try to put
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that out my mind and be fair but hate people

like that Gosh do hate them try to put

that out oi my mind

Do you see where lawyer representing

you under those circumstances might turn to you

and say wonder if that person could be on the

jury panel think they are giving an indication

of how they really feel about you What should

we do
10 And that is what am asking you

cant go inside your mind know youve got

12 reservations in your heart and mind

13 If you feel you cant be fair on the

14 case dont feel like you are any less citizen

15
than anyone else You have had tragic event

16
take place to loved one in your life You have

17 right to feel the way you do feel

18 The only thing we ask of you is please

19
reach as deep as you can inside your mind and

20
heart and let me know exactly how you feel

21
Could you be fair and impartial

22
juror on the case or would you find it hard to

23
be fair and impartial because of the event that

24
has taken place in your life

25
can be fair yes
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Is that an answer you could live with even

Couple of weeks from now if selected as juror

on this case

Yes

want it to be an answer you will bind yoursef
to for all times

You see what we have been doing for

five weeks now is selecting jurors to be on this

case and the law does not require any juror to

10 be juror on capital murder case not yourself

11 Ms Southern or any other person who comes before

12 us Not Mr Lee who was here minute earlier or

13 the man before him are selected as jurors on

14 case like this

15 You know how someone winds up being

16 juror in case like this We tell them what is

17
required of them and they tell us they can do it

18 We live in society where no one is

19 required to be juror unless they basically want

20
to be If your basic feelings or if you have

21 feelings of partiality or feelings toward either

22
side in the case which would keep you from being

23 juror all we ask you to do is tell us because

24 we would not ask you to violate your felings or

25 conscience and heart and the only way we know
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that is if the juror tells us

You see how someone winds up being

juror in the case

Uhhuh

That is why say Give us an answer that you

can keep two weeks from now not just now

know you are surrounded by strangers

and you think will get myself in trouble
That couldnt be further from the truth The

10 only way you could get yourself in trothle

11 am not talking about legal trouble -- is not to

12 be absolutely true to yourself in the feelings that

13 you have

14 You are not any less citizen because

15 of the tragedy that has come into your life and

16
because of the feelings that have arisen in your

17
heart and you find because of that tragedy than

18 any other person that comes into this courtroom

19
whatsoever

20 You are entitled to the way you feel

21
and believe

22
The only thing we need to know is exactly

23 how you feel and dont want you to have any

24 doubts in your mind dont want there to be

25
doubt in your mind and heart as to exactly how
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you feel and exactly whether or not you could

serve on this cage

Do you follow me on that

Uh-huh

Now the way that person receives the death

penalty in our state and of course not all

murders are punished by the death penalty do

you know that

Yes sir

There are only ten instances in which parson

ii
can be punished and actually put to death for

12 having committed murder To murder while you

13
are breaking into someoneelses home for the

14
rapist to kill his rape victim for the kidnapper

15
to kill the kidnap victim for the robber to kill

16
his robbery victim for an arsonist to murder for

17
anyone to kill police officer or fireman in

181
the course of their official duties to kill for

19
money murder for hire for convict in penal

20
institution to kill anyone who is employed there

21
at the prison system or for convict in the

22
penal institution while he is escaping to take

23
aryone elses life during the course of that

escape Those are the only cases where someone

251

can be put to death for having committed one of
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those murders

This man on trial is charged With having
killed police officer during the course of his

official duties The judge mentioned earlier some
of the facts of the case

Do YOU remember hearing anything or

71 reading anything about the case at all

wasnt reading anything wasnt in town at

that time

1o This took place on July 13th Where were you on

July 13th What were YOU doing

12 July 13th

13 Of this year

14 was probably in the state of Tennessee was

15 out of state the whole month of July

16 Were you visiting someone July 13th

171
My daughter

18 Your son who used to be police officer in New

19 Orleans what is he doing now

20 He has cab company in New Orleans

21 How long was he police of ficer before he left

22 Eleven years

23 And take it he left to go into private business

241

in the cab company

25 Yes sir
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Let rue get back am talking abowt the death

penalty in just Second

The way person receives the death

penalty is by answering the two questions on my

left and depending upon the jurors answers to

those questions no one tries to hide anything

from you depending upon the jurors answers to

those questions you know exactly what is going to

happen to the man on trial

10 By your answers and the other jurors

11
the man will be put to death or receive life

12
sentence i1 the Texas Department of Corrections

13 If both questions are answered yes
14 the man will receive the death penalty

15 If no answer is given to either one

16 of the questions the man receives the life sentenc

171 rather than the death penalty

18 Okay All twelve jurors must unanimous

19 agree that is what their verdict should be before

20 question can be answered yes but only ten

21 before qtestion can be answered no

22
Do you follow me on the distinction

23
there

24 Yes

25 Ten to answer question no all twelve to answer
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question yes Okay

Yes

Now the juror answers those questions regarde3
of their personal feelings did you know that

Probably you didnt

Let me explain how that works You

could be juror on case where man had cornmjtt

capital murder and after you heard all the facts

of the case you felt in your heard and mind the

io man shouldnt receive the death penalty yet all

the evidence indicated to you that your answers

12
to those questions should be ye8 Do you know

13
what your obligations should be under those

14 circumstances

15 What

16
To answer both questions yes and put your personal

17 feelings aside

18 Do you see how that could be very

19 very difficult decision for juror to reach and

20 to perform Do you see how difficult that might

21
become

22
Yes

23
The law also says that jurors have to take an

24
oath and that will be an oath you will have to

25
take Ms Southern before you serve on this jury
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panel that you will not let your answers to these

questions be affected by the punishments the man

might receive

Some jurors say because of the type of

case it is or because of the fact the man might

receive the death penalty would have to be

really really convinced in fact have all doubt

removed from my mind before could answer all

these questions yes because of my feelings about

1o the type of punishment that the man might receive

11 and the law says that jurors do not have to have

12 all doubt emoved from their mind or be convinced

13 to where all doubt is removed from their mind only

14 believe beyond reasonable doubt thatis what the

15 answers should be and they are to put their perso al

16
feelings aside

17 will get back to that in just

181 second

19 Let me ask you to look at this first

20 question if you havent had an opportunity to rea

21 those go ahead and read them want to talk to

22 you about them

231 This first question would ask you to make

241
determination about the conduct of the man on

25
trial that has been found guilty of capital murder
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You are to decide whether the conduct on the part

oi that man that caused the death of the deceased

was it deliberate conduct and was it done with

reasonable expectation the deceased would die

Do you follow me on that first question

Yes

Let me give you hypothetical example of how

the first question applies in hypothetical case

Okay

Uh-huh

11 Imagine man who goes into convenience store

12
to rob the person there and he goes inaidewith

13
loaded gun It is early in the morning Re takes

14
the cash from the lady working there She turns

15
all the money over to him and she is scared like

16
any person should be and he not thinking there

17
are other witnesses around fires two bullets and

18
kills her shoots her once in the chest and once

19
in the head and she dies

20
Unbeknownst to him she steps on an

21
alarm and notifies the police and they are waiting

22
outside the store

231
That man has committed robbery-murder

24
which under the laws of our state is capital

murder That is what we talked about earlier
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Remember

Yes

The jury after finding this man guilty of

robbing her and killing her would then have to

decide in answering this first question as to

whether the conduct on the part of the man the

firing of the bullets into her body in the portion

of her body that were struck was that deliberatel

done and was it done with the reasonable

10 expectation that she would die

11
Do you see where Question is two

12 part question

Yes

14
Do you feel like that is the type of question

15 you would be able to answer depending upon the

16

evidence that you would hear

171
suppose so

Well when you say suppose so dont mean

19
to argue with you but we need to have definite

20
answer now We cant put you in the jury box

21
supposthg you can do it

22
am not trying to pick at you All

am trying to do is plead with you if you feel

24
you can be juror tell us Make these definite

25
decisions in your mind now and if you feel you
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cannot tell us that now please do not put yoursej

in the position of being juror if you fee you

could not do it

had rather not serve on jt

get those feelings but the only way can do

anything about it or ask the judge to do anything

about it as far as excusing you from jury service

is for you to tell me We have been talking bit

and am not trying to trick you and know you

10 have some reservations about being on this case

ii
and about serving as juror

12
Can you tell us what is going on in your

13
mind and how you feel

14 Well like say if he was found guilty do

15 you want me to tell you believe in the death

16
penalty

17
No inaam dont want you to tell me that If

18
that is the way you feel in your heart that is

19
what want you to tell me but do not want

20
to put words in your mouth do not want to get

21
you to agree with me at all because am not the

22
one who has to be juror on this case You are

23
only if you feel you can be and what am asking

you to do is please do not put yourself in the

25 position of being juror on this case unless you
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are absolutely sure you can be

If you cant do it if you dont feel

you can be juror tell us you cant and tell

why you cant but please do not agree with me

dont want you to do that unless you really do

agree with ne

But am not trying to talk you into

anything

Like say Id rather not under the circumstance

io If it wasnt in murder trial yes could sit

111 up here and do my job but dont think really

12 could

13 Because of the type of case it is capital

141 murder case

l5
Yes

1611
And also because it involves the death of police

officer

181
That is right

19
When you say you had rather not and am not

20 quarreling with you you understand me am

21
not can you be as specific as you can be about

.221
what type of feelIngs you are having in your mind

231
and heart right now

241
Can you please be as specific as yoi

25
can as to what is going on in your mind what
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causes you problems with being juror in this

type of case and your feelings concerning the

death penalty

Yes

Can you be as specific as you can about what your

feelings are concerning the death penalty How

will that affect you as being juror on case

like this

9j know it is difficult to speak in

ioI
front of people who are strange like this but

as best as you can do it can you tell us what

12 your feelings are about the death penalty and how

13 that causes you difficulty being juror on such

14 case

15

Well

16
Just say it the best you can

17 would have to be positive sure that it was

18l deliberate and that he deserved the death penalty

19 What would it take to make you positive and be

20 sure like you say

21 Of course that is what would expect

22
of every juror to want to be positive and sure

23 but what would it take to be positive and sure

24
to convince Ms Southern

25$ Well guess would just have to see all the
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evidence put in front of me first have to make up

my own mind

Okay This question over here is question that

asks you to make determination about mans

conduct

Do you feel you could do that based

on the evidence After you had heard the evidenced

do you feel like you ould answer that question

Yes

10 Now this second question asks you to make

ii determination about what type of person is on

12
trial It is little different from the first

13 question The second question asks you to make

14
determination as to whether or not there is

15 probability Does probability exist that the

16
man on trial is the type of person who would

17 criminal acts of violence that would constitute

181
continuing threat to society

19
Before you can answer the second questior

20 yes you have to believe there is probability

21
not certainty -- and think you know why

22
the only person know of in this entire world

23
that could tell us what person will certainly

do in the future is God Almighty himself and you

25
as juror will not have to put yourself in the
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po3jtjo of playing God

You are asked if you can you are asked
to make the best judgment decision you can about

the kind of person on trial Is he the type of

person that would Probably commit criminal acts

of violence that would constitute continuing

threat to Society

And criminal acts means any type of

criminal acts of violence criminal mischief
10 assaults burglaries rapes murders et cetera
ii at cetera all the criminal acts of violence
12 Is he the type of person that would
13 probably do those types of things
14 Do you follow me on what the second

15 question asks

16 Would still have to have the evidence and stuff
17 understand understand

18 Is there anything about the way the

19 second question ig worded that would make you

20 feel like it would be make it impossible to

21 be answered

22 No sir

23
Do you feel like you could answer that question

24
yes or no depending upon the evidence you would

25 hear
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Yes

Now the judge will tell you and am going to

tell you that you do not have to be convinced

beyond all doubt any doubt or shadow of doubi

before you can say by your verdict that man is

guilty of crime or before you can answer these

questions yes You do not have to believe beyond

all doubt all doubt or shadow of doubt

The only burden of proof is to prove to you beyond

io reasonable doubt

11 Do you follow me on that

12
tTh-huh

13 The only thing want to ask you is this Some

14 jurors come in and say Mr Moen understand

15 you have to prove it beyond reasonable doubt

l6 but before could answer those questions you

17
will have to convince me beyond all doubt If

18
have any doubt at all will not be able to

19
answer those questions yes knowing he would

20
receive the death penalty and that is fine

21
People are entitled to feel that way

22
but they have to tell us

23 Is that the way Ms Southern feels Is

that what you would have to have Would all

251
doubt have to be removed fromyour mind Would
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you have to be convinced beyond all doubt befoze

you Could answer yes given your feelings

concerning the death penalty and given your feeljn

about the type of case where man is charged

with having killed police officer

Did you follow the question what was

asking you

If there wasnt doubt in my mind Yes

If there was doubt in your mind -- didnt

10 understand

If there wasnt if could be convinced myself

12 after the facts were laid out that he was guilty

13 yes

14
If you had any doubts in your mind what would

15 you do Would you answer the questions no if

16 you had doubts in your mind

l7
Yes

181
You understand that the burden of proof is not

19
proof beyond all doubt Okay

20
What am getting back to again is

21
this As lawyer who represents family of

22
the police officer who was killed the judge

23
will tel you my obligation is to prove to the

241
jurors -- and have right to expect there Eill

251
be twelve jurors here who will act if have
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proved the case beyond reasonable doubt

have right to expect those people will not

make me prove to them beyond any all or shadow

of doubt because that is not what the test is

understand from what you are telling

me though before you could find someone guilty

of capital murder or before you could answer those

questions yes would you have to have all doubt

removed from your mind and be convinced beyond

10 all doubt before you could answer the questions

11 yes

12
In my mind wouldnt have doubt if the facts

13
was out there

14 Okay am not lets just take the lets

15
not talk in terms of hypothetical facts

16
Lets just talk in terms of general

17 concepts of law

18
The burden is to prove to you beyond

19
reasonable doubt not to remove all doubt from

20 your mind

21
Do you understand that

22
Yes

23
have said it couple of times already The

24 proof is beyond reasonable doubc

25 The only thing want to make sure of
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is this If prove to you the answers to these

questions should be yes and prove it beyond

reasonable doubt no.t all doubt or shadow

of doubt or any doubt but prove it beyond

reasonable doubt would you answer the questions

yes or would you answer them no because had not

proven then beyond all doubt

It would be yes

Would have to prove to Ms Southern beyond all

io doubt before she would answer those questions yes

11 MR ELIZONDO Your Honor objection

12 This is repetitious

13 THE COURT Overruled

.14 By Mr Moen am sorry

15 What was the last one

16
Would have to prove to Mg Southern beyond all

17
doubt before she could answer those questions

18
yes

19
No

20 Okay then am little confused

21 thought you indicated to me you had

22
to be convinced and not have any doubt in your

23
mind and we talked about the burden of proof and

24 you used the phrase couple of times that made

25
me kind of jump back little bit and be scared
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You indicated you would have to be convinced

you know beyond all doubt and have all doubt

removed from your mind

Do you understand you may have doubts

about these questions may have doubts about what

type of man is on trial about whether there is

probability but there is no obligation to convincE

you beyond all doubt and it can be perfect.v

proper for juror to hav doubt.s about Questions

10 and and still answer the questions yes as

iij long as the jurors believe beyond reasonable

12 doubt that is what their answers should be
13 There is no requirement all doubt be

14 removed from your mind and the only thing want

15 to be real clear on is to be sure Ms Southern

16 would not hold Lawyer Bax and myself and the

I7
family of Officer Harris to be convinced beyond

is
all doubt Only God can do that

19 Do you understand that

20 Yes

21
You may have some lingering doubts about these

221 questions but it is unfair for you to expect us

231
to prove it beyond any all or shadow of

241 doubt but if that is the way you feel

251
Is that the way you feel or is that
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not the way you feel Tell us now

Would rather not have doubt about it want

to be sure of myself

Okay understand that

sI mean think you can see from Questior

No just by the way the question is written

that you may always have some type of doubt in youi

mind about Question No in your answer because

it asks you basically to make prediction about

ioi person doesnt it

ii Les sir

12 Based on the evidence you know about the man

13I Do you feel like you would ever be able

14 to answer that question yes regardless of what

15
evidence you would hear or never be able to

l6
answer that question yes because of what it asks

17l you to do

181 MR HERNANDEZ Objection Your Honor

19
Its been answered twice by her

20 By Mr Moan Do you follow what was getting

21
at or did that interruption break your train of

22
thought

23
Well if convinced myself yes

24 The only thing was getting at is this See

251
this question asks you to make determination
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about what type of person is on trial

Uh-huh

Whether there is Probability he would engage
in criminal acts of violence

Do you see where you might always have
doubt in your mind about Question

Yes

It asks you to make prediction about person
Yes

10 And of course there is always the Possibility
that your predictjo about person could be

12 wrong

13 Right

14
So the only thing want to know is given your

15 feelings about the fact that you want to be

16 convinced and dont want any doubts in your mind
17 do you feel that is the type of question you

18
could answer yes Do you feel there is any way

19 you would be able to answer yes

20 Yes

21 MR ELIZONDO Objection

22
CBy Mr Moen Now let me ask you this Before

23
these questions were ever presented to you as

24 juror you have already found man guilty of

25 capital murder which is to intentionally and
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kZlOWingly take another life such as in the

hYpothetical we have talked about the killing
of the cashier at convenience store

What .s Your definition of the phrase

deliberateft io you have definition for that
What does deliberate mean to you
To do it intentionally

If you had returned verdict and fOund someone
in fact guilty of intentionally taking another

10 human beings life in the course of committing
ii one of the crimes we have talked about or in the

12 course of killing police officer during the

13 course of his Official duties would you

14 automatically answer Question yes
15 Yes

16 When it came down to answering Question No
17 if you had in fact been convinced from the

18 evidence that this man in fact had done what he

19 was charged with robberymurder rapemurder
20 or murder of police officer or fireman and you

21
heard from all the evidence in your mind that he

22
had done that act what would your answer be to

23
Question No

24
Yes

25
And you would answer that question as well
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ii

Okay Would that be enough of an indicator for

you j.f ou werc conv.nced the man had in

committed the awful type of crime he was charged

with would that be enough of an thdicator to you

to indicate what kind of rian that man on trial

Yes

You will have to use one of the things wanted

io
to oiit ot to you where we got these questions

from and .ont want to take credit for them

12 It was the legislature who drew these

13
questions up for you to use and jurors to use in

14
cases like this You will have to use your own

15 definitions for these words That is why ask

16
the definitions You will have to use .our own

17
efinitions for probability delIberately et

181
cetera Okay

19
Let me talk you about ouple of

20
other things

21
ou some obligations as juror

22
on case like this You have to presume one

23
of the thinas the judge il1 have to tell you

24 tell you Ms Southern and the rest of the

iurcr3 is that before cu hear the evidence to25
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help yo decide whether the man is guilty or not

guilty Ehe judge will tell you the Defendant is

entjtledf presumption of innocence it is

called

As he 3its here today he is presumed

innocent and what the judge will ask you to do

if you can is presume the Defendant is innocent

and not feel like or think that he is guilty just

because he has been indicted by Grand Jury

io that they have heard some type of evidence and

returned an indictment charging him with the death

12
of an officer The fact he has two lawyers

13 representing him and finds himself in this

14 courtroom is no evidence of guilt The Defendant

15 is presumed to be Innocent

l6
Do you feel you can do that or do you

171
feel that where ther ts smoke there is fire

l8
or if the Grand Jury indicted him there must be

19
some evidence he did something The Grand Jury

20
indicted him with this crime and here he is in

21
the courtroom cprese.ted by two lawyers and

22
theres got be evidence about something

What are your eelirgs about that

rjuess he is innocent until proven guilty

25 Okay Good
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sow dd you know at any criminal

trial the Defendant doesnt have to testify
unless he wart3 to

Yes

Did you now the Defendant can remain silent at
his own trial if he wants to and if you are

juror on this case or any other case you might
have to decide the facts on what you hear from
the witness stand and not anything from the

10

11 How do you think that might make you
12 fee if you didnt hear anything from the

13 Defer.dat if chose to remain silent even
14 though charged with very very serious crime
15 Do you think that would affect you at

16 all

17 Well dont know

18 You know lot of people who come down just like

19 yourself dont realize the Defendant if he

20 doesnt want to doesnt have to testify at his

21 own trial and Lor whatever reason can remain

22 sile and the Defense doesflt have to put on

23 wjt-esses if he doesnt war4t to

24
They if they feel its the best

25 strategy they can remain totally silent and not
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call itnesses if they dont want to

Seems like it would be crazy thing to

do but if they feel it is the best thing they

can do that

What do you think you might do as

juror if you heard witnesei called the State

and never heard the Defendant call witnesses 1ô

prove he asnt guilty What type of erdict

do ou think you would reach under those

10 Ciur1s-anceS

11 con

12 .S retty r-i to do much of anything except

13 nrl eron Juilt if he didnt ut on any type

14

15 ow do you feel about that

16 When the lawyers give all the evidence

17 am talking about situation where they don

pu on anything remain sileflt dont call itness

19 on their behalf the efendant doesnt testify

20 and the only witnesses you hear from are the

21 witnesses called by the state

22 .ic-t know

Okay Iow do yu thi1 ou micht feel if you were

24 ccnfroned wtth 9i1uation like that

25 dont fellow you here
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Oay el in tryin to find out what your

feelings are concerning situation that comes

more often than you susect at these crjrnjra

trials we have where peole like yourself arent

aware of the fact ou know the Defendant doesnt

have to proe anyth1n has the opportunity

tO call hatever witnesses he wants if he wants

to or he doesnt have to call any witnesses

He can et on the witness stand and

if he wants to or he doesnt have to

.nd trin to see what your feelings would

12

13
What do you think you might do if the

14
ortl .eq you ..eard from were called by the

15
state called by Mr Bax or myself and you never

heard single witness called on the part of the

17 Defendant or the Defendant never even testified

18I
How do iou think you might feel Do

19
you think you rnght hold that against the

20
Defendant or

21 Yes

22 not having elained his side of it or

ffered any tyoe of defense
23

24

Do ou feel like our heart and mind at
25i
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least Ms Southern before you could really be

COnvinced as to what your verdict ought to be

you should hear something from the Defendant

hear something from him

5h Yes

That is pretty natural reaction dont quarre

with your feeling that way That is fairly

normal reaction

know you are mother and raised your

ioi children and am sure you resolved your feelings

with the children the way most mothers did and

12
listened to both sides of the story and made

13
decision

judge
will charge you now about the

16 credibility of witnesses He will talk to you

17
about --

18 What he will tell you in that regard

19
is as juror you have right to believe or

20
disbelieve everything witness says even though

21
the witness is under oath and that sounds crazy

22
doesnt it to think you would find yourself as

3I
juror listening to someone who raised their

241
right hand saying So help rtte God will tell

the truth and then disbelieve what they might
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say even though they had taken an oath to tell

the truth

But as juror you have the right to

do that because think you realize Ms Southern

that we live in an unperfect world that there

are many people in the world who will not tell

the truth even though they have taken an oath

to do so

think it would be great if we lived

10 in world where the opposite situation existed

11 where everyone was truthteller so jurors

12 should decide

13 The only thing the judge will tell you

14
is in deciding whether you believe or disbelieve

15 things you shouldnt give anyone more belief

16
because of his or her job police officers as

17
well

18
Do you feel you could put aside any

19
feelings you have towards the police because of

20
what happened to your son

21
Sure

22
And judge them as you would any other person

Sure
23

That applies to the Defendant too If the

25
Defendant decides he wants to testify you judge
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him like any other witness Does he make Sense

or not make sense Should believe him or not

You might as well find yourself in

that type of situation where four or five

witnesses are pointing the finger and saying

saw this man do this and he gets on the stand

and says didnt do it He did it Someone

else did it It wasnt me
Those are the type of things jurors

10 decide every day

11 Uhhuh

12 saw you tentatively shake your head take

13 it you could do that

11

14 Yes

15 Now let me talk to you about one final thing

16 and that is in regards to the range of punishment

171 for the offense of murcr

181 The reason talk about it is because

19
murder is lesser included offense of capital

20 murder

21
What that means is basically this

22
You could be juror on capital murder case

23
where someone was charged with capital murder

24I
and you could actually find the person guilty of

251
the offense of murder
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How would that come about need to

give you an example

Lets take the hypothetical Situation

where man was Charged With robbery_murder

where he killed the cashier Lets say he was

indicted for capital murder and then you hear for

the first time that what really happened there

at the store was that the man had been dating

that woman for couple of years and she was

10 getting ready to break up with him and was running

ii around with another man and he was terrifically

12 upset and angry about it that he had followed her

13
to the store argued with her earlier that day

14 followed her to the convenience store with

15 pistol got angry again and shot and killed her

16 Do you see where that could not be

17 capital murder because that is not robberymurder

18 but it would be murder

19
Uh-huh

20
But the jurors verdict in that case should be

21 murder but not capita murder

Now the range of punishment for murder

931 is different from capital murder

The range of punishment for murder is

five to ninetynine years or life and the jury
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can consider giving probation to Defendant even

though they have found him guilty of the Offrtt

of murder

4J Do you follow me on that

Uh-huh

Can you imagine any set of circumstances in you
mind imagine the most sympathetic murder case

you cart where someone else intentionally and

knowingly has taken another persons life and

10 imagine the most sympathetic case you can and

ii can you imagine you as juror if you had found

12 someone guilty of murder being able to consider

13 if you felt it were proper case being able to

14 recommend probation

15 Can you imagine any murder case where

16 you would be able to do that as juror

Put them on probation

18 NO

19
am not trying to charge your mind You are

20 entitled to feel that way but want you to think

21
of the most sympathetic case where man or

22
woman has taken anothers life battered wife

23 case or facts that amount to mercy killing

24 Are you telling ta that in the most

25
sympathetic case you can think of probation is
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not proper punishment for person who has

taken anothers life

Is that the way you feel

Yes

hope for the period of time we have talked you

understand that have not been trying -- at

least hope you dont think have -- have not

been trying to change your mind at all have

been trying to dig at you dont want to use

10
the phrase pick at you but have been trying to

II pick at you to answer out how you feel

12
There are not any circumstances you

13
can think of where you feel probation is proper

14
No

15
Is that fair statement

16
MR MOEN Judge think that is all

l7 have and based on the responses of the juror

18
we would challenge

19
THE COURT Mr Elizondo

20
MR ELIZONDO Your Honor would like

21
to know under what theory he is challenging The

22
last response or

23

THE COURT That would be my assumption

based upon the fact she could not consider
24

probation
25
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MR ELIZONDO Judge in

MR MOEN In light of all her

responses particularly responses to answers

and as well as her feelings regarding the

possibility of the Defendant not testifying not

testifying as well as 35.13 which think is the

section that says we are entitled to rely on any

aspect the law we are entitled to rely on it

for punishment

10

11 EXAMINATION

12

13 QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDO

14 Ms Southern how are YOU doing

15 Okay

16
Its been long day hasnt it

17
tJh-huh

18
need to talk to you little bit about what

19
Mr Moen is talking about Its little

20
hate to go straight into it but murder carries

21
wide range of punishment and it is almost unfai

22
to even give the question can you give probation

23
in murder case without giving hypothetjcals

you know because there are many ways murder is

Committed in our state25
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Let me give couple of hypotheticais

Lets assume husband and ife have

been married for fifty years The husband gets

real sick He is being supported only by life-

support systems and being fed through the vei
He has been in the hospital lets say for nine

or ten months This is costing the family lot

of money using up retirement and is going to

leave the poor wife destitute

10 So the man talks to the wife and says

to her Look have had long life Go ahead

12 and pull the plug in the life-support system

13
This way you can at least have some money left

14
over so you can live on it and the wife pulls

15
the plug and he dies

16 Under our law she has committed

17 murder She has intentionally and knowingly

taken life of somebody

19
Uh-huh

20
Lets assume in that hypothetica it goes to

21
jury nd that they consider probation

22 In that hypothetical could you consider

231
probation in that hypothetical or any kind of

murder case

251
MR MOEN Excuse me object to him
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staking ner out as to what she would do in

Specific case She needs to make qualifjcajo

generally speaking

THE COURT Okay

By Mr Elizondo Is there any kind of murder

case in your own mind now where you could consider

probation in any murder case any kind of murder

case

In that particular one

10 In any case in your own mind can you consider

l1 probation

121 Let me give you another one There are

13 husband and wife who have been living together

14

15 MR MOEN Excuse me Can we have

16 an answer to the first question

l7 MR ELIZONDO believe she was

18 confused

19 THE COURT Can you do that

20 THE JUROR If was laying there

21 suffering would want them to take the needle

22 on me

23
By Mr Elizondo Let me give you another

24 example husband and wife have been married

25I The wife is working all the time and the husband
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doesnt work His favorite occupation is to come

in drunk every night and beat his wife up beat

the children and abuse everybody there That

is all he does He drinks wastes all his money

on drinks and comes home and beats his wife up

every day

One day he comes home again and the

wife says am not taking any more of this Im
not taking any more and she kills him And

io then she is prosecuted for murder

ii
You can see in that case how jury

12 might consider probation

13 Let me give you another case husband

14 comes home and sees his two children beaten up

15
and killed and his wife has been sexually molested1

16
and right before she dies she tells her husband

17
Joe Blow down the street did it

18 He goes to Joe Blows house knocks on

19
the door and Joe Blow opens the door and he says

20
Did you do this to my wife and children and

21
he says Yes aid and enjoyed it The

22
husband shoots and kills him and that too is

93
murder And hypothetically lets say the jury

considers probation

am not trying to limit you to these
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facts and hypothetica have given you but

lie your imagination and see if you can think of

proper case in your.own mind where you can

Consider probation not give it but consider

probation

On murder charges

Uh-huh

Nope

You couldnt in the hypothetjcalg have given

10 you

Mo

12 MR MOEN think her answer is very

13 definite Judge with the hypothetical confronted

14
her by the Defense attorney and for that reason

15
we renew our challenge

16 MR ELIZONDO Let me go to the other

17 challenge and come to this one

18 THE COURT We have challenge

19 MR MOEN Regardless of the other

20 challenge Bowen versus State is extremely clear

21
as to what action the State can take where the

juror has given response like she has in regard

to the answers she has given

THE COURT Ms Southern just so it is24

25
clear in my mind there are no circumstances
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where you would consider probation in murder

case

THE JUROR No sir

THE COURT will sustain the States

challenge

Ms Southern you will be excused from

jury service

Thank you

THE JUROR Thank you

10 MR MOEN Thank you Ms Southern

11

12

13

14 BRIDGES

15 was called as prospective juror and responded to

I6 questions propounded as follows

17

18 EXAMINATIoN

19

20 QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

21 THE COURT Relax and hopefully you

22
wont be here too long

23
By Mr Bax Good afternoon Dr Bridges

24 Good afternoon

25 How are you this afternoon
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Glad to be alive every day

Okay Sorry to have to keep you waiting around

as long as we have

Have you ever served on jury before

or is this the first time you

No

You have listed here you have either been

witness or been family witness of someone who

was in capital murder case some years ago
10 Yes

11 Would you tel me about this

12 This case involved patient had treated and

13 he was Defendant in the case

14 He was Defendant in the capital murder case

15 Yes

16 Was that here in Houston

17
Yes

18 How long ago was that

19 havent had chance to check my records

20 would say five or six years ago

21 Was he patient of yours prior to being charged

22 and tried for the offense of capital murder

23 Before and after

24 Before and after

25 Yes
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Did you testify in that case

Yes

And Were you fact witness or character

Witness

Fact witness

am not trying to pick at you but am trying

to know little about you and both sides want

to know

Were you witness for the Defense

10 or for the State

was called by the State

12 What was the Defendants name

13 Freddie Thompson

14 Freddie Thompson

15
Yes

16 Do YOU recall what court that was in

171 No do not

181
Do you recall either the prosecutors name

19
No do not

20
When you say fact witness were you fact

21
witness as to the guilt or innocence of Freddie

22
Thompson

23
involved more of his medical Condition his

24 medical circumstances and physical abilities

25
As to whether he would be capable in his conditjo
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to have committed such crime take it
Yes

And take it his defense was then person in

my physical Condition could not have done this

crime it would be highly improbable or

impossible

That seemed to be the flavor of it was only

on the stand forty forty-five minutes

And was the outcome of your testimony basically

10 that he could or could not have committed that

11 type of offense

12 He could not have

13 He could not have

14 Correct

15 Even though you were called by the State as

16 witness the testimony you gave guess would

17 have been prejudicial to the State and favorable

18
to the Defendant

19 Yea

20 Do you know what the outcome of that case was

21
He was acquitted

22 Okay So there wasnt anything in terms of an

23
alibi or anything like that You were just

24 testifying to your knowledge of his physical

25
condition and whether that would have allowed him
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to Commit such crime

Yea

Anything about that case that would affect you

in being juror now from different

perspective than witness

dont believe so no

You have mentioned that there is something about

your job and am sure at the emergency room you

see all kinds of people that come through there

10 from both sides

ii Yes

12 -- people who are victims and people who

13 perpetrate crimes and for one reason or another

14

15 Well probably see more victims than do

16 others The police custody cases are usually taker

17 to Ben Taub The hospital where work it is

is just not set up for custody cases

19
Of course your line of work is to save people

20 to extend persons lifei guess

21
Ye.

22
The reason we talk to jurors individually in

23
case like this is because of the serious

24 punishment involved

25 If person is found guilty of capital
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murder they can receive one of two Punishments

either life imprisonmentor the death Penalty

nothing less than that

We talk to people individually so we

can get to know them and let them feel as free

as they can and be honest with their answers

You see the only way person becomes

juror in this case is frankly by the way they

answer their questions and whether they themselves

10 believe they can participate in that type of

11 trial

12 You see we have many different types

of people that come before us Some people say

14
believe in the death penalty and if believe

15 someone guilty would calmly assess the death

16 penalty

17
That one is too strong to be juror

18 Other people come in and say could

19
never assess the death penalty There is no way

20
could do that My religious background the way

21
was taught would not allow me to participate

22
in trIal That person is not qualified to be

231
juror either

What we are looking for is twelve

25
people who can listen to the evidence and return
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the death penalty Without doing violence to

their beliefs

You see guess lot of people could

coma in and say disagree with the death

penalty but can still sit on the jury

That would be in violation of their

beliefs where the law said can believe in

the death penalty but their personal beliefs

said cant
10 So with that introduction tell us how

11 you believe about the death penalty whether being

12 doctor spending lifetime in saving people

13 whether you could participate in procedure which

14 may ultimately go directly in contrast to the

15 life of person saving the life of an

16 individual

17 It would be direct contrast not just my traininc

18 my beliefs my professional oath which starts out

19 my training and after you have spent all your

20 energies and efforts in reserving lives there is

21 no way that could go with the death penalty

22 My father is surgeon have talked to him

23
This is about the sixth death penalty case have

24
sat on and have talked ith him thout it on

25 occasion and he is of the sane frame of mind
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you are and said understand but it is hard
for me to understand person Bixtyfjve years

old and who has saved lives for forty years of

that time and he cant understand the death

penalty

take it that is basically what your
pOsition is

True

take it that

10 How long have you been Practicing

11 medicine

12 Since 1946

13 Wag your Opinion the same even prior to your
14 undertaking the study of medicine

15 My religious beliefs leaned me that way in years

16 previous to that

17 Even besides your profession your upbringing and

18 religious background it would be fair to say you
19 are in Opposition to the death penalty

20 Yes My father was preacher and guess

21 religion ras drummed into me even before

22 understood what religion was

23 Okay

4I
But as long as can remembr my COflVictjonshave

95 been in that vein
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Can you -- those are really deeprooted feeling1

and no one here is going to try to change Your

opinion dont think we could if we wanted to
Okay

But we are not here to debate the

pros and cons of capital Punishment and thank

you for being as honest as you have been with me

in telling us how deeprooted these feelings are
going through your profession but even as

10 child growing up these were instilled by your

ii parents and what not

12 Can you envision any situation where

13 Dr Bridges could participate in death penalty

14 verdict

15 No cant

16 We can sit here and can go through some pretty

17 gory fact situations and am sure you as most

18 people have probably seen some Situations that

19 would make people sick

20 Is there any fact situation no matter

21
how gory can make it thirty children being

22 killed that would change your position on the

23
death pena.9

24 No

25 have to take you through some fundamental steps
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required by law and See if your response WOuld

be different in these situations

Could you even envision yourself finding

person guilty of capital murder knowing if you
did find him guilty he would be subject to one

of two possible punishments life or death or

would your convictions prevent you from finding
of guilty if YOU believed it

My feelings about the death penalty are still the

io same

11 am sorry

12 My feelings about the death penalty are still the

13 same

14 Would those strong feelings you have prevent you

15
from even finding person guilty of capital

16
murder

17 Some people say it would some people

18
say it wouldnt They say the problems come in

19
when we get to the punishment

20
It would influence me because that is still at

21
the end of the tunnel

22
Let me ask it this way We always hear terms like

bias and prejudice and Partiality and impartia1ity
and usually when we hear those terms we think of

25
them as bad terms but think you will agree we
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all have biases and prejudices and there are

areas where we can be impartial and areas where

we cannot be impartial

Do you feel that perhaps your feelings

toward the death penalty and the Opposition to it

would affect your decision to be impartial in

7f listening to the facts of the case and dont

expect Doctor for you to say would

consciously disregard my oath as juror but

10 can you see where subconsciously because of your

11 feelings as juror it may affect the way you

12
listen to the evidence the way you evaluate all

l3
the evidence

find that question still difficult to answer

l5
It is very difficult question to answer

16 think what you are telling me is in

17 proper case if you believed beyond reasonable

18 doubt you could find person guilty of capital

19
murder which would just if you do that that is

20
either life or death

21
That probably exists

22 Lets assume just to make-believe now that you

have found someone guilty of capital murder you

94
and eleven other jurors You have heard the

25
evidence and though perhaps reluctantly you
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participated in the guilty verdict with the

eleven other jurors Okay

At the punishment stage as the judge

explained to you earlier these two questions

would be submitted to the jury The jury doesnt

go back there and say Judge we assess the

punishment at death or Judge we assess the

punishment at life but by the way these two

questions are handled by the jury the judge must

10 by law sentence the Defendant to life or death

11 First of all take it if this

12 procedure were such you had to say life or death

13 in your verdict you could never say death no

14 matter what the facts were

15 That is true

16 Can you ever envision yourself answering both

these questions yes no matter what the evidence

18 was knowing two yes answers would require the

19 judge to sentence the man to death

20 cant see answering both of them yes

21
For the record again so someone else one day

22
will understand if the evidence showed Question

23
should be yes could you answer it yes knowing

24
one more yes answer would result in the death

25 penalty
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Would you fail to answer it or answer

no to assure life sentence

would probably fail to answer

Assume with me that you had answered Question

yes Okay And you get down to Question No

and you know in your mind if you answer that one

yes with guilty verdict behind you and withth

answer to No yes if the answer to No is

yes he is going to receive the death penalty

10 and of course as juror you have to assume

11
that punishment will be carried out someday

12
Could you ever answer Qustion yes

13
in that regard

14
couldnt be party to it

15
Okay so no matter what the facts were even if

16
the evidence showed the answers should be yes

17
you would either fail to answer it or answer it

no because your personal beliefs would never allow

19
you to answer these questions yes is that

20
correct

21
That is correct

22
Now Mr Elizondo or Mr Hernandez in few

93
seconds may have few questions of you am

not going to go into gory situations or tell you

95
guy may have been to the penitentiary twenty
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times It doesnt matter what the facts are

is it that Bridges couldnt participate in

two yes answers that would result in the death

penalty You just c0idt
You have summed it up nicely

MR SAX have challenge Your

Honor

TuE COURT Do you have any questions

io EXAMINATION

11

12
QUESTIONS BY MR HERNANDEZ

13
So what we are getting at is two double negatives

14
in other words your religious beliefs and

15 professional belief right Sort of like not

only no but uHell no and there is not case

l7 or set of facts where you could serve as juror

18
in capital murder case is there

19
cant envision one

20
Even all the gory details can sit here all day

21
and tell you about

221
MR IERNANDEZ That is all

231
THE COURT Doctor thank you so

much The States challenge will be sustained

25
You will not be required to serve
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Thank you very much

MR BAX Thank you Doctor

CYNTHIA MAIRE MATTHEWS

was called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

10 EXAMINATION

11

12 QUESTIONs BY MR MOEN

13 THE COURT Are you ready

14 MR MOEN Yes sir

15 THE COURT Ms Matthews if you would

16 just relax We will be through shortly

17 You may proceed

18 By Mr Moen Ms Matthews my name is Bob Moen

19 am with the District Attorneys Office here in

20 town and seated behind me is fellow by the name

21
of Dick Bax also with the District Attorneys

22 Office and together we will be representing the

23 family of man named Harris

24 It is alleged that back on July 13th

25
of this year he was killed by Ricardo Aldape
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Cuerra It is alleged and it will be proved

that at the time Officer Harris was police

officer in town

The judge asked if you had read or

heard anything about the case and take it from

your silence you had not read or heard anything

about the case at all

Just what read in the paper and knew

91 There is nothing wrong with having heard about

iol case read abotzt it seeing something on televjejor

11 or having read something in the paper et

12 cetera

13 The only reason we ask in the first

14 place is to see if jurors have formed an opinion

15 that would interfere with their being juror

16 There is nothing wrong with their having

17 read or heard something

181 What want to do is find out what your

19 feelings are find out how you feel about some of

20
the aspects of the law that will come up during

21
trial like this see how you feel

22
If you have any questions please dont

23
hesitate to ask me If you have disagreements

24
anything at all we can clear up for you please

251
ask me The last thing we want to do if we can
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avoid it is have jurors have questions when

they have passed into the box have questjo8

they cant discuss that they can ask us now

Let me explain something else to you

as well There are no right or wrong answers

at this time It is informal and it should be

an informal proceeding know it is difficult

at times to think of this as being an informal

proceeding You are here in room with six or

io seven different strangers almost feel you have

11 done something because you are here in room

12 trying to answer questions but it is informal

13 and there are no right or wrong answers only

14
the way you feel

15 want to ask you in second your

16 feelings concerning the death penalty whether or

17 not your feelings concerning the death penalty

18
would allow you to be juror on capital murder

19
case and return verdict you know would result

20
in someone receiving the death penalty whether

21
you could do that or not because of your feelings

22
on the death penalty

But before do that let me explain

94
something to you about capital murder cases

25
Not all murders that take place in our
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state here in Texas are punished as capital

murders

Capital murders are only murders that

take place during the ommisgjon of one of five

crimes First of all murder in burglary

rapist to kill his rape victim kidntpping

robbery arson-murder policeman or fireman

killed convict to kill in penal institujion

people we employ to work in penal institution

io or for convict to kill anyone while escaping

11 or murder for hire

12 Those are the 0fli murders that fall

13 within the definition of capital murder and

14
of course the way person receives punishment

15
for that crime is by people answering questions

16
that appear to my left

17
With that in mind can you tell me what

18
your feelings are concernIng the death penalty

19
Would they allow you to be juror in case like

20
that

21
believe in the death penalty

22
Is that the way you have felt iost of your adult

23
life

24
That is the way have felt

251
Youve got obviously still the majority of your
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adult life Is that pretty much the way yo
have felt

have always thought that way

Is that pretty much thought process

51 combination of being brought up by your mother

and father as well

Probably combination My mother and father

as well

want to ask you something about your personal

10 information sheet

11 Let me explain our procedure know

12 you have had some training in law enforcement

13 towards becoming certified police officer

14 Is that your goal or some study you

15
have been interested in

16
would like to maybe be reserve for someone

17
but dont know if want to go into it full-

18 time Ive got until April to make up my mind

19
Bear with me little bit know some of this

20
stuff might be old You might be aware of it

21
It is interestiig

22
Let me go over it anyway in case you may not have

23
heard about it or have forgotten something you may

94
have heard

5I The first stage of the trial is devoted
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to whether the Defendant is guilty or not guilty

and you will reach your verdict based the

evidence at that time and you will go with the

other jurors and decide what your verdict should

be

If in fact you vote guilty you will

come out and take your seat in the jury box and

we will proceed to the second phase of the trial

and the second phase is devoted to what the

10 jurors answers to these two questions ought to

11
be

12
At the second phase or punishment

13
phase the law allows Mr Bax and myself the

14 opportunity to present additional evidence The

15
jury can hear about crimes which the man has

16
committed for which he has not yet been convicted

17 but anything within the confines of the United

18
States or the Constitution anything deemed

19
admissible by the Court for the jury to hear to

20
decide what their answers to these questions

21
should be That is the last thing the jury does

They take all the evidence they have heard from

93
both parts of the trial and go to the jury room

and decide what their answers will be
24

25
Two yes answers and the man will receive
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the death penalty no answer to either

question and the man will receive life sentence

rather than the death penalty

Have you had chance to read these

questions to yourself earlier

Yea sir

Lets talk about.the firstquestion to start off

with The first question would ask you as

juror to make determination about the Conduct

io of the man on trial it asks was his conduct

11 that caused the death of the deceased deliberate

12 and was that conduct done with the reasonable

13 expectation that the deceased or another would

14 die

15 Its actually twopart question and

16
it asks you to make determination about the

I7 conduct of the man that the jury has found guilty

181
of capital murder Was that conduct done with

19
the reasonable expectation the deceased would die

20 Let me give you hypothetical example

21
and show you how that question applies it is

22 question the jury answers based on the facts

23
they have heard that have indicated to them they

24
should find the man guilty of capital murder

25 Let me give you an example Imagine
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man who goes into convenience Store in the

early morning hours and confronts cashier and

she is afraid as anyone would be He points the

pistol at her and demands the money and she turns

the money over to him it appears to him at that

time she is the only witness Rather than be

identified at lineup later he decides to shoot

her and kill her He shoots her once in the head

and chest and she dies

10 Unbeknownst to him she steps on an

ii alarm and the police are waiting outside and he

12 is arrested He has committed capital murder

13 robberymurder

14 The question would be the same as in

15 every type of capital murder case what type

16 of conduct was there on that mans part

17 When you take loaded pistol point

it at another human being and fire bullets into

19 their body is it reasonable to expect human

20 being will die when shot in the portions of his

21
or her body when shot with loaded gun

22 It Is pretty much common sense

23 straightforward question answered based on the

24
facts of the crime itself

25 Now the answer to the question
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however is not automatically yes just because

the jurors have found the man guilty of capital

murder

Let me give you another example of

how the answer could be no even though

person was convicted by jury of capital murder

Okay

Imagine the same circumstance same

hypothetical but inject something different

10 Lets say the person who is inside and

11 kills the cashier is thirtyfiveyearold ex

12 con who has managed to talk seventeenyearold

13 into going with him and the seventeenyearold

14 goes with eyes open knows they are going to rob

15 and lets say the thirtyfiveyearo1d even

provides the weapon for the seventeenyearold

l7 says stand outside and any cars that come by

18 let me know am going in and get the money

19 Nothing will happen We will split it up

20 Hes got no records or convictions

21
the seventeenyear-old doesnt He hears shot

22
has no idea of what is going on inside the store

23
throws his gun down and flees

24
Under our law of parties however

25 people who act together to commit crime cant
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come to the courthouse later cant say was

really surprised surprise defense cant cut

it People who commit crime together are

equally responsible for the crime committed but

think you can see when the jury was deciding

under the seventeenyear_old if he were convicted

under our law of parties of capital murder

think you can see where your answers would be

different There would be no conduct that caused

10 her death Sure there was conduct that caused

Ii the commission of the robbery but the part that

12 caused her death was it deliberate think you

13 can see how the jury could arrive at different

14 conclusions to No even though they had found

15 the Defendant guilty of the offense of capital

16 murder

17 That is why mentioned earlier even

18 though man is found guilty or woman is found

19 guilty of capital murder it doesnt mean that

20 either one of the questions is automatically

21 answered yes but it is determination the jury

22
makes based on the evidence They decide what

23
part did that person play in the man or womans

24
death and was that part that they played

25
deliberate conduct done with the reasonable
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expectation the deceased would die

Now the second question is different

from the first It asks you to make determinatic

about the type of person on trial What type

of person do we find ourselves in the courtroom

with Is the man on trial for capital murder the

type of person where there exists Probability

this person would commit these types of criminal

acts of violence and would those acts

10 constitute continuing threat to society

11 The legislature drew these questions

12 up and did not give us definition for these

13 words and you will have to use your own

14 definitions for those wards Probability and

15 society

16 The only thing wanted to point out to

17 you is the word probability is not certainty and

18
think you realize the only person in the entire

19 world who could predict to certainty is the

20 Almighty himself and he will not be witness in

21
this case and you are not required as jurors to

22
put yourselves in the position of playing God

231
iou are asked however to make the

24 best judgment decision you can about the man on

25 trial based on all the evidence you hear as to
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whether or not there is probability he would

do these types of acts or commit these types of

acts that would constitute continuing threat to

society

Now the phrase criminal acts of

violence is allinclusive it includes any type

of criminal act of violence from the most minor

assault to the most serious type of violence we

can talk of It involves crimes against property

10 burglary breaking and entering motor vehicles

11 et cetera any of those types of acts Is there

12 probability those were the type of acts he

13 would engage in Would they constitute

14 continuing threat to society

15 think you realize from your coimon

16 sense like all the other jurors do once man

17
is found guilty of capital murder the place he

is winds up spending the rest of his life in until

19 the sentence is carried out is the penitentiary

20 The only thing wanted you to be aware of is

21
that and if you agree or disagree with me that

22
is fine there are people in the penitentiary

23 people we ask to work in the penitentiary to keep

24
our prison system working for us and we ask those

25
people and think they have right to expect
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they can work in an atmosphere where they can be

safe from the people who are confined there

Would you agree or disagree that

convicts who are serving their debt to Society
have right to be free from fear of being harmed

by being confined with other Convicts who have

committed crimes and find themselves in the

penitentiary as well

Yes

10 As to those Questions and you will have to

11 use your own definitions for the words that

12 appear in the questiog

13 Do you have any questions of me about

14 and now that we have had chance to go over

15 them

16
Not really

17
Do you feel those are the type of questions you

18
could answer Whether you answer yes or no that

19
is your business but do YOU feel those are the

20 type of questions YOU could answer depending upon

21
the evidence you might hear

could answer them22

23
Okay Let me talk to you about some of the things

required of you by your jury service

The le will give you five or six25
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things in writing After all of the evidence is

presented at the first phase the guilt-..or-

innocence phase of the trial the judge Will type

you up on legal-se piece of paper the law

that applies to capital murder case and the way

the jury reaches verdict they take all the

evidence and read the law and see if the facts

fall within the law the judge has given them

The judge will put in five or six things

10 that directly affect the jury He will tell you

11 first of all the Grand Jury indictment is no

12 evidence of the Defendants guilt The jury is

13 not to consider that as any evidence of the

14 Defendants guilt

15 The analogy draw for jurors like

161
yourself is the Grand Jury indictment is kind of

171
like the starting pistol in race Before the

181 pistol goes off the race cant begin and its

19
not evidence that anything took place

20 You decide what took place on July

21
13th if you are juror based on what you hear

22
from the witness stand All right

231
Okay

24 He will tell you about the presurlption of

25
innocence and he will tell you that the Defendant
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

is presiimed to be innocent and as prospective

juror ou re to give that presumPtion

what does the presumption of innocence

mean 1ot to insult your intelligence think

you rea.ize in hypothetical case the man who

kills the convenience store or runs Outside

one who.commits the offense jg just as guilty

on the ay he committed the crime as the day he

comes to the courthouse to answer to twelve

jurors but jurors who don1t know anything about

the case are to presume the man innocent and base

their verdict on what the witness is telling them

from the witness stand in the courtroom

Do you see how that presumption of

innocence works

Yes

The judge will also tell you the burden of proof

in criminal case always rests with Mr Bax and

myself We have the burden of proving to you

beyond reasonable doubt That is the burden

in the criminal courthouse That burden never

shifts to the Defense dont want you to think

the trial is not wideopen proceeding it is

Either side can call witnesses if they

want to If efendant wants someone to come

...._i
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to the courthouse all they have to do is issue

subpoena to the clerk and she will give it to

the Sheriffs Office who will in fact serve

that person individually and bring that person

to the courthouse even if theyre not wanting

to come They will still come They can do this

without expense to themselves or the lawyers

They can get whatever witnesses they want to prove

whatever they want The trial is wideopen

10 proceeding

11
The only difference is they dont have

12
the burden of proving the burden of doing that

13
If they want to they can If they feel it would

14
be the best strategy for them not to say anything

15
and remain silent well we might disagree with

16
them with that as being the right thing to do

17
but they can still do that if they choose to for

18
some reason because the only ones who have to

19
prove to you what took place on July 13th is Mr

20
Bax and myself and we have to prove it beyond

reasonable doubt not all doubt or shadow of21

doubt
22

Those are the phrases often heard on

television it has to be proved beyond

25
reasonable doubt That applies to these questions
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as well

Before you can answer either questjo

yea you would have to believe beyond reasonable

doubt that from the evidence Mr Bax and present4
that is what your answers should be

Please dont hesitate in telling Mr
Bax and that we didnt if we dont prove it
If we dont prove it it is our problem We

dont expect jurors to violate their oaths in

1o
any aspect of the case but to reach fair

verdict to both sides based on the evidencethat

12 is presented to them Okay

13 Yes

14 The judge will tell you this is another thing

15 he will charge you on am trying to get

16 my thoughts straight he will tell you when you

17 judge the credibility of the witnesses juror

is should not give witness any more or less

19 belief because of witness job You see in the

20 eyes of the law person just because of his

21 or her job is not entitled to any more or less

22 belief just because of their job

231 After person gets on the stand and

24 testifies then it is Perfectly permissible for

25 the jurors to consider that persons job in
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judging thebelievabiljty of the witness

FDr example doctor testifying about

medical injiries police officer with number

of years experience testifying about his

investigatjn and what it indicated to them then

its Perfectly permissible after witnesses

testify for juror to consider that witness

job

am merely talking about before

10 witness gets on the stand dont care if its
11 the favorite minister of our church if its the

12 police officer we have known all our lives

13 lawyer doctor candlestick maker baker however
14 that goes regardless of persons job he is

15 not entitled to any more or less belief because

16
of personis job

171 Do you follow me on that charge from

18
the Court

19 Yes

20 Okay Let me talk to you about couple of other

21 aspects of the law and want to ask you some

221 persona questions

23 We have talked about and think

24
you mentioned earlier the range of punishment

25 for murder being five to ninetynine years or
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life and the reason talked about that in

the first place was because of this Someone

could be charged with the offense of capital

murder and could find person guilty of not

capital murder but the offense of murder instead
and here is how that matter arises and let me

give you an example of what we are talking about

Imagine situation or the example

gave you earlier about the man who went in the

1o store and killed the cashier Lets say there

11 were witnesses in the store and lets add

12 couple of things to the hypothetical They

13 thought the cashier was robbed during robbery

14 Why else would he shoot her except to take money

15 from her and they felt it was robberymurder

16 and he was indicted by the Grand Jury for

17 robbery-murder but the jury heard what

18 really happened is that the man -- am speaking

19 hypothetically -- what really happened is the

20 man knew this woman and had dated her off and

21
on for number of years She was getting ready

22 to leave him for someone else and he was

23 extremely jealous and upset about it and she had

24
had an argument earlier that day very violent

25 argument He confronted her about the same
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argument at the store had pistol with him

got extremely angry produced his gun and killed

her and that jury hears those facts and they

found out that was not what took place It wag

not robberymurder

You see he is not guilty of capital

murder but guilty of murder because the case

sic did not take place during robbery as

first suspected

10 Then the jury would decide what the

punishment would be the range of punishment is

12 from five years to maximum of ninetynine years

13 or life and the jiiry can if they feel it is

14 proper case even though the jury has found man

15 guilty of murder they can recommend probation

16
to the judge

171 Have you ever heard that phrase

18 probation before

19 Yes sir

20 think you are probably familiar with how it

21 works but let me just out of an abundance of

22 caution explain it to you anyway

23
The only way man or woman can receive

24
probation for felony offense when jury has

25
found them gui.ty of murder is if the jury
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first of all unanimously agrees among themselves

that the person Should receive no more than ten

years in the Penitentiary The jury has to be

in unanimous agreement that the punishment should

be ten years or less

If the jury agrees on that then the

jury can then discuss among themselves and

either accept or reject whether or not they are

going to recommend probation for this person they
10 have found guilty of whatever crime it is whether

11 they are going to recommend probation to the

12 judge

13 If they recommend probation it is

14 binding recommendation The judge must follow the

15 jurors recommendation and the jury can either

16 accept or reject the idea of probation

17 Do you folw me on how rrobation

18

Works

19 Yes

20 And see anyone who has even been convicted of

21 murder can ask for probation It doesnt make any

22 difference it can be the worst crime in the

23
world

24 guess it goes back to the phrase

25
It doesnt hurt to ask The jury might decide
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man should spend nine or ten years in the

Penitentiary for robbery or rape case and

they dont consider probation

Probation only arises where the jury

has heard all the facts and deóides that the

punishment should be ten years or less and also

are in unanimous agreeme that it is the type
of case where the man is deserving of probation

The only reason take so much time

10 to explain that to you want to ask youg If

11 you were juror on case where someone had been
12 found guilty of an offense even the offense of

13 murder if you felt the facts indicated to you
14 it was proper case for ten years or less on

15 the punishment scale and also the facts indicated

16
to you it was case for probation would you be

17
able to consider probation on such case even

18 though you had initially found the person guilty

19 of murder

20 Yes could

21 Well take it you can at least conceive of some

22
fact situation in your mind even though person

23
has committed the offense of murder where

24 probation might be proper Punishment

25 Yes sir
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Do you have any questjo5 of me SO far

No

Okay it seems like there was Something else

Wanted to talk to you about but it has been

easy to talk to you because youve got some

knowledge of the proceedings and the law involved

Even little bit helps It makes

it easier

what is your mothers occupation if

10
she has worked outside the home

11
She is teacher

12
Where does she teach at

13
Aldine High School

14
What is your daddys occupation

15
He works for the City of Houston He is

16 surveyor

17 Do you have brothers and sisters

18 Yes do have brother and sister

19
Are they older or younger than yourself

20
Both of them are younger

Are both in school
21

22
One is attending Texas Tech University and the

other is in high school in Aldine
23

He doesnt have your nom for teacher does he
No

25
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Now someone in your family well take it

both yourself and your fiance looks like you are

getting married

Didnt set date The reason took that class

was because of him wanted to get to do things

more with him

Your fiance is he deputy constable

Tie is reserve for Officer Rankin

He also has another Occupation

10 He is fireman

11 What is his name

12 Glen Rightmire

13 Rightmire

14 Who is Terry Lee the D.P.S officer

15 you know Is that personal friend of yours

16
or your friend

17
It is my friend

18 Terry fellow or gal

19
Itisaman

20
And how well do you know Terry Lee

21
have known him for about year and half

22
He goes to my church

23
And David Ross is that kind of mutual friend

24
of yours

25
Yes
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rnutua friend of yourself and your fiance

Yes

and Glen Rightmire that is your fiance

Uh-huh

You see how quick am grabbed on that right

away

What type see that you enjoy

hunting as one of your hobbies Is that something

you and Glen do together

io Yes

What type of hunting

12 Bow hunting dove deer

13 Do you have any questions of me about anything

14 so far

15 No sir

16 Let me talk about one final thing before pass

17 you to the Defense attorneys and they will have

I8 questions to ask you

19 think the evidence in the case will

20
show the Defendanz is an illegal alien and well

21
there were two things wanted to talk about

22 forgot one

23
The only thing wanted to point out

24
in that regard is because the Defendant in this

25
case or any case is an illegal alien does not
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mean he is guilty or not guilty of anything

The only thing would ask you to do

is put the guilt or innocence thing out of your

mind and decide whether he is guilty or not

guilty on the facts what they tell you he did

or did not do

Do you feel you could do that

Yes sir

The fact he is an illegal alien can tell you about

10 the kind of person he is when answering Question

11 for instance based on the facts and what

12 the witnesses tell you from the witness stand

13 but dont consider the fact that he is an illegal

14 alien when deciding his guilt or innocence

15 Okay

16 Okay

17 Did talk about the Defendants failure to

testify dont think we did

19 want to tell you in any criminal

20 case as the judge mentioned earlier any

21 Defendant regardless of the crime they are

22
accused of has the right to get on the stand

23
and tell his or her version of what happened

24
or the Defendant can in fact not say anything

25 can remain silent it doesnt mean the jurors
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cant wonder why or what person might want to

say or even wish to hear both sides of the story

Those are all pretty natural reactions

All of us before we make decision

like to hear get as much input as we can and

hear both sides of the story but in criminal

case at the courthouse sometimes jurors have to

decide without hearing from the Defendant and

if the Defendant does not testify although

10 anticipate he will but if the Defendant does not

11 testify the judge will tell you you are to base

12 your decision on what you hear from the witness

13 stand and not base your decision on what you

14 have heard or not heard from him You decide

15 If he testifies you judge him like

16 any other person whether he is telling the truth

17 by his demeanor et cetera

18 Do you understand that

19 Yes

20 Let me talk with Mr Bax and see if he has other

21 questions and if not we will pass you to the

22 Defense

23 Consultation between attorneys

24 By Mr Moen Mr Bax reminded me of something

25
didnt talk to you about and we have been
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covering it with everybody forgot it

When answering these questiofl the

judge will give you within the charge that in

addition to the fact it takes twelve jurors to

answer yes he will tell you you must not digc
and must not let the other jurors discus8 how

long the Defendant would have to serve in the

Texas Department of Corrections if he were to

receive life sentence He will tell you that

is within the jurisdiction of the Board of Pardons

and Paroles

MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor

The prosecutor is stressing the law of parole

By Mr Moen He will tell you that is within

the discretion of the Board of Pardons and

Paroles to decide how long the Defendant would

have to serve Jurors will not iscusg that

among themselves They will look at what the

judge told them and if they persist in talking

about it give us rap on the door and let us

know what is happening because if someone does

that we have to go to trial all over again

It is the type conduct that would make us

start the Proceedings all over again Okay

Okay
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If you are juror on this case look forard
to serving with you

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDO

Hello Ms Matthews How are you
Fine

This is our fifth week pretty long time for

10 us

11 believe you are number eigheytra
12 or eighty-fo -- eighty_gj am sorry
13 We have ten people selected 80 far
14 and we need another two people

15 This part of the trial is what is known

16 as Vojr dire examination

17 Voir dire they tell me means to speak

18
the truth The reason you are up there is to

19
ask you few questjo5 and see how you feel about

20 different things That is why we need to talk to

21
you at length dont mean to embarrass you or

22
in any way humiliate you by these questions but
we need to know your answers to these questjon

94
There are no right or wrong answers and aliwe

25
want to know is how you feel
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Okay

This case is capitaj murder case capital murder
of police officer

This kind of Case as in any kind of case in Texas
the State must prove to you beyond reasonable
doubt that this man committed the offense They
must prove to you that on particular day here
in Harris County Texas this Defendant shot and

1o killed police officer in the lawful discharge
11 of an official duty knowing at the time he was
12 police officer They must prove it to you beyon
13 reasonable doubt

14 The term reasonable doubt will not be
15 defined for YOU The judge wont give you any
16 definition The judge wont and wont dont
17 have legal definjtjo There is none but all
18 can tell you is that across the Street where
19 they try lawsuits over there for Contract disputes
20 disputes over personal injuries over medical

21 malpractice over workmens compensation some

22 for lots of money sometimes for millions of

23 dollars the burden of proof over there is by

24 preponderance of the evidence i-he greater

25 weight of the .redjble evidence
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Over here on this side the legis1a
said before you can forfeit somebodys life or

liberty literally in this case the legjs1a
said the State will have higher burden the

burden of proving their case to you beyond

reasonable doubt

Mow do you feel about that

Well it depends on the evidence given whether

you can prove somebody guilty beyond reasonable

10 doubt Yes you could depending on what the

11 facts are and what they have to show you and

12 prove to you you can feel

13 What do you feel about the heavy burden they

14 have Do you think that is right or wrong

15 Just how do you feel

16 Sometimes it is wrong because of the things that

17 are happening and people are getting away with

18 things and because you have to prove it to such

19
an extent it seems like they are getting away

20 with things

21
And like say all want to know is just how

22 you feel about this

23 Do you think the State should have that

24 heavy burden

25
Sometimes no dont feel like they should
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When you say sometimes it makes me little

leery need to know

Lets assume to quote an example or

give an example that Mr Bac gave sometimes

is not deftnite answer you have mallet in

your hand and say Ms Matthews if put my

hand in front of you are you going to bang it

with that mallet

am little leery of putting my hand

10 there

11 Do you think the State should have the

12 burden of proving this case beyond reasonable

13 doubt or do you think its too much of burden

14 and they ought to prove it by preponderance of

15 the evidence the greater weight of the credible

16 evidence

17
would say no dont think they should have to

l8 prove it beyond but then again yes It

19 depends on the circumstances

20 THE COURT Is that definite maybe

21 MR ELIZONDO That is definite

22 maybe

23 THE JUROR guess

24 By Mr Elizondo What do you mean circumstances

25 Depending on what the crime was and what was
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done and the evidence and the record

Let me go further and see how YOU feel about

certain things

Lets assume YOU know you will ask

yourself jf you are on this jury panel YOU will

see how the State goes about proving their case

beyond reasonable doubt They go ahead and

call witnesses and they sit in the Witness stand
and you are sitting in the jury box close to the

10 witnesses and you can watch their demeanor and

by watching their demeanor any inconsistency

12 they might have you can more or less give them

13 credibility or not give them credibility and

14 it is your decision You can believe some of
15 all of or none of what witnes8 testifies to
16 You will be the judge of the facts Judge

I7 Oncken will be the judge of the law

18 So you will hear these people and

19 they will come up there and take the stand and

20 they will put on more people and after while
21 they will rest their case That means That is

22 all we have

23 Lets assume for minute that we rest

24 our case and we dont put on any evidence

25 whatsoever and you go back in the jury room and
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you are thinking to yourself and you are saying
think he did it Maybe he did it but

havent been convinced beyond reasonable dbt
that he did it

In killing police officer in that

situation what would your verdict be
wouldnt know

Pardon

wouldnt know If had to be Convinced
io1 you are right would have to be convinced to

1IH
re1sonab1e doubt

12 Beyond reasonable doubt

13
flight

14 What would your verdict be Lets say you are back

l5 there and you are saying think he did it
16 Maybe he did Maybe he killed police officer
17 bit havent been Convinced beyond reasonable

18
doubt

19 In that situation what would your

20 verdict be

21 dont think could give you an honest one

221
because that is somebody elses life That is

23

241
What do you mean by that

25
P1 mean that is somebodys life that you are
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deciding on

Sure

And you would have to be convinced in Your own
mind that he is either guilty or he is innocent
Right

And wouldnt want somebody wOuld want to put
someone away that is not guilty Wouldnt want
to do that unless they were

In that situation that gave you what would

10 your verdict be

11 If were not convinced would say not guilty
12 Even if 70U thought in your mind he might be
13 gi1ty

14 If did not know did not know and believe

15 with everything had seen would probably say
16 not guilty

17
You would Probably say or would say

181 would say believed flOe guilty

19 You did not believe what

20 Did not believe he did it If you had not

21 convinced me of would say not guilty

22 Lets say you are back there and you are saying
23 Maybe he did it think he did it havent
24 been Convinced beyond reasonab1 doubt but he

25 didnt testify and the Defense didnt put on any
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evidence at all and you are Sitting back there
you know and you are saying to yourself They
didnt put on any evidence think he did it

havent been convinced beyond reasonable doubt
think he did it though am going to go ahead

and find him guilty

Would you do that

No

You can say

10 would say no wouldnt do that

11 Would you want him to testify

12 Yes probably would would

13 Why would you want him to testify

14 Just to hear his side of the 8tory from his
point of view

16
What if he didnt testify at all Would you

17 wonder about what he might have said or done
Yes would wonder would wonder

19
Would YOU hold it against him

20 know we are brought up to hear

21
we are always going to hear two sides always

22 want to make up our minds and decisions on two

sides Its only human guess and proper but
the law says this man does not have to testify

25
and lets say he doesnt testify and you are
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Wondering what he could have said and you are

back in the jury deliberation room and would

you hold that against him

Once again there are no right or

wrong answers but Once you are back there we

cant talk to you anymore need to know what

you mean

Yes think probably would hold it against

him

10 You would or probably would

ii would

12 You Would hold it against him

13 Yes would

14 Of course this would be the most important

15 day of his life

16 If it was mine would want to defend myself

17 Sure

18 That is only right you know

19 You would want him to at least get up and explain

20 to you or to your satisfaction why he is not

21 guilty

22 Right

23
Or prove his innocence to you

24 Right

25
And so you would want him to testify
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Yes would

And if he didnt testify that Would be strike
againa him

It would be doubt in my mind yes it would be
It would be strike against him right
Yes

Now you know he has been indicted by the Grand
Jury the Harris County Grand Jury for

instentionally and knowingly killing Police

1o
officer and he is represented by two lawyers

11 Hes got an interpreter here

12 Do YOU think like again you know
13 do YOU think where there is smoke there is fire

14
Yes Yes

15
And you know they didnt go back and pick him up

16 by the scruff of the neck and say HCome with

17 me We think you are guilty of killing police

cer

19 Do YOU think he is guilty of something

20 because he is there

21 No dont

22
You dont think he is guilty of anything

23
Not because he is there

24
Do YOU think he is guilty because he got indicted

25
by the Grand Jury
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dont know that

Pardon

dont know that dont know if he is guilty
Or not

Pardon

You are asking me if think he is guilty because
hes been indicted

Yes

dont think he is guilty dont know

10 anything

ii Do you think there is something

12 Somethings happened you know

13 Would you hold what you think against him in

14
trial of the case if have made it clear

15
Just because hes been indicted doesnt mean

16
he is guilty

17
That is what is Where there is smoke there is

18 fire have always talked about

19
Not just because hes been indicted would not

20
hold it against him WOuldnt.becauge dont

21
know

22
What do 70U think he is doing here

23
really dont know They have you know

24 evidently found something they can hold him on
but dont know that is what they found25j
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Do you think there is any evidence of guilt just

because he is right here right now

No sir dont

Lets assume for minute that you have found

hint guilty of intentionally and knowingly killing

police officer This trial as in all trials

in Texas is divided into two parts

The first part is the guiltor-innocence

stage separate and distinct part

10 If he is found innocent we go to the

11
second part and if he is found not guiltythat

12
is all they wrote

13
While we are talking about that let

14
me talk about your boyfriend and people you know

15
that are law enforcement officers

16
If were across the Street at 301

17 Fannin and was representing doctor

18 representing him in malpractice case and were

19
talking to people who were doctors would be

20
leery of putting them on jury panel for fear

21
they would say Well this doctor is being sued

22
by lawyer and might be sued at some time

and will be sympathetic toward the doctnr

24
so would be leery of putting them on the jury

25
panel
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Do you See what mean

Yes Ido

see you have had thirtytwo hours at becoming

police officer peace officer
51 Yes

Would you be more sympathetic toward the States
case or anything or the family of Harris

You know Suspect that the widow will

testify and that will be pretty emotional
10 would assume

would probably be little sympathetic

12 probably would Yes

13 Well as result of your being sympathetic
14 would you hold it against the State mean
15 against my man or would YOU benefit the State

161 by virtue of your sympathy

171 wouldnt hold it against him because dont
18 know whether he La guilty or innocent

19 But based upon your sympathy would you make the

20 States case little easier

21 Again you know only you can tell

22 us that

231 MR MOEN Objection Your Honor to

24 the form of the question make the States case

251 little easjerIt dont see how she can
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understand that

MR ELIZONDO It is asking for an

answer

MR MOEN He needs to ask quesj
she is capable of understanding

THE COURT You may underestimate her

powers of understanding

MR MOEN assumed shes as confused

as he has got me

io MR ELIZONDO Would you sit down

By Mr E1iZond Do you understand the question

12 What you are asking me is Would be more

13 sympathetic toward him

14 Yes towards the family of Harris

15 Yes would Somebodys lost their life because

16 of somebody and somebodys committed the crime

17 you know and they need to find you know the

18 guilt or innocence whoever did it

19 Right

20 You know and would feel sorry for them Yes
21 would

22 For the family of Harris

23
For the family

24
As result of the way you feel for the family

25
of Harris would you have bias and
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hate to use the word bjaa because if you use
the words bias or Prejudice all of Sudden
people say am not biased or prejudiced
but everybodys got bias or prejudice of some
form or another either Consciously or

subconsciousiy or some way or another

Unconsciously as result of the

way YOU feel about the family of Harris
and expect the widow will testify -- would

10 you have bias against this man for or against
11 him or for or against the State

12 Well dont think could be prejudiced or

13 biased towards him because dont know if he is

14 guilty or innocent Now would feel sorry for

15 the family and everyone involved yes Yes
16 would feel sorry for the family and Probably be

17j
little biased or prejudiced towards him

18
Lets assume YOU find him guilty and we go to the

19 punishment phase The punishment phase is

20 determined of course by the way you answer those

21
two questjo If two qucstjo3 are answered

22 yes it means automatically that he dies

23
Dies

24
And two noes or one no means life sentence

25 If you have found him guilty of
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intentionally and knowingly killing police

officer would you automatically answer those
two questions ye just so you could get the dire
result of death

No

Okay You know the first question asks if the
conduct of the Defendant that caused the death
of the deceased was Committed

deliberatejy

The word deliberately is underlined
10 and again there is no definition of the word
11 deliberately The judge cant give one No one

12 can give one

13 was reading in bsters and
14 Websters said to premeditate

15 MR MOEN He sure did not say that
16 For four weeks he said that is what someone told

17

18 MR ELIOZ.IDO Daniel Webster

19 THE COURT Get back to the law
20 By Mr EliZOfldO Anyway they tell me reading
21 it or whatever they say it means to ponder or

22 think about with measure of consideration

23
For instance you will go in the jury deliberation

24 room and ponder or think about whether this ifan

25 is guilty or not
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What does the word deliberately mean

tOyOU

It means intentionally

Okay Let me go to the first phase In the

first phase in the guiltor_inoc5 phase
you have found him guilty of intentionally and

knowingly killing police officer Then we will

go to the punishment phase

In the punishment phase Youve got to

iol answer Questions and yes or nO Would you

automatically answer Question No yes solely

12 because you have found him guilty in the first

13 phase of intentionally and knowingly killing

14 police officer

15 If he did it intentionally and knowingly yes
16 would answer it yes

171 Okay and of course there are many ways to

181
look at cage

19 To give you an example the one Mr

201
Moen gave you the one about the thirty-five..

21 yearold ex-con that goes into the SevenEleven

22
and dont recall if he talked about the sevteen

year-old if he talked about the seveneeenyear_

241
old as in the seventeen_year_old example but the

seventeen_year_old is lookout The thirtyfjve
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yearold goes in there and takes the money and

kills the cashier and runs out

You can see where the seventeen_year_oldI

conduct didnt really cause the death because it

wasnt committed by him really but theoretically

61 and legally he could be convicted for capital

murder

Would you answer that yes also

No No

101 That is what am trying to get at

11 The No question is more or less

12 asking you to foretell or forecast the future

13 It is asking you to determine whether there is

14 probability that he will commit criminal acts of

15 violence that would constitute continuing threat

16 to society

17 Do you believe that anything is probable

181 Anything is probable possible yes

19 So what do you think the word probability means

20 That it is possible that he could do this again

21 or do something similar to this again

22 Well then since you believe that its probable

231
or anything is probable right

24 Right

251 Would you automatically answer yes to Question No
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Without regard to any evidence solely because

you believe that anything is probable

No wouldnt it depends on his backgro
Maybe if hes been charged with anything else

before his record

Of course you realize that the State would have

to prove to you beyond reasonable doubt that

there is Probability that he would commit

criminal acts more than one act of violence that

10 would constitute continuing threat to society

ii Yes sir

12 And if they dont prove it to YOU beyond

13 reasonable doubt YOU would answer the question

14 no

15 Right

16 Do you think that person can change his mode of

171 behavior his mode of conduct his mode of

18 operatiLins

19 Sometimes yes and sometimes no It depends on

maybe their age how bad their record was before

21
what they had done and what they had been

22 convicted of this time as to whether they could

23
be reformed or not

24 Yes they can

25 Anything is probable
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That is safe answer

Lets assume you are back there and you were on

this jury panel and you go back there and you
do some deliberatjo8 and you are Sitting back
there again and saying to yourself You know
there is Probability he committed the offense

think he did but havent been Convinced

beyond reasonable doubt so am going to find
him not guilty

10 Could you do that

ii If wasnt convinced Yes could
12 And you could go back and talk with Ter Lee

13 and te.i him you did that

14 Yes could do that.jf felt within myself he

15 wasnt guilty wouldnt want to convict him
16 nd you would talk to David Rose sic and tell

17 him found person who it was accused of

18 killing police officer found him not guilty
19 Yes sir

20 You could do that

21 could do that

22
And you could tell your boyfriend

23 Yes could

24
He is fireman right

251 Yes sir
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You know he is also covered under the same law
under the capital murder law

Yes sir

You know back again back to this little example
was giving you about this doctor being on my

jury would be little leery and was just

wondering how do you feel about that

How do feel about it Law enforcement you

mean or

10 Uh-huh

11 Well without them there would be lot of things
12 going on and without them this place would

13 be kind of crazy think They Should be

14 appreciated and protected If anything happens

15 to them you know it is not hurting them it is

16 hurting us when something happens to them like

17
this

18 Seeing as how you are Studying to be peace

19 of fiae and your boyfriend is fireman and

20 your friends are police officers can you guarantee

me you would give this Defendant fair and

22 impartja trial in trial of this type of

23 case and again want you to search yourself

24
If was convinced beyond reasonable doubt that

25
he was not innocent or was guilty could give
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you an honest answer you know if felt in my

mind that he wasnt proven guilty by the evidence

and the witnesses or whatever could give you

an honest answer and say he was not guilty

MR ELIZONDO Your Honor we would

respectfully challenge her on the Defendants

failure to testify and on the reasonable doubt

theory

THE COURT All right

10 MR MOEN May talk to her just

second

12 THE COURT Sure

13

14 EXAMINATION

15

16
QUESTIONS BY MR MOEN

17
Ms Matthews let me talk to you about something

18
we talked about earlier and that is the

19
Defendants failure to testify

20 Defendant has right regardless

21
of what he is charged with whether traffic

22
ticket up to the most serious offense in our

23
state which is capital murder He has right

24
if he wants to to get on the stand in his own

25
behalf and testify or he has the right for
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whatever reason to not get on the stand and

testify Ha can remain silent even though it is

perhaps the moat important day of his life de
is on trial for such serious offense If he
sees fit or upon the advice of his lawyer

whatever decision or facts go into the decision4
he can if he decides remain silent

His lawyers will tell him Dont get
on the stand You are an axconvict The jurors

10 will find out about it Dont get on the stand
11 You are terrible witness You slur your words
12 and sound like jerk or for whatever reason
13 he could decide not to testify and say it will
14 just hurt my case or Wont help my case if
15 do or for whatever reason If Defendant
16 does not testify in any case am not talking
17 about this case but any criminal case the
18 charge in the case is always the same The judge
19 tells the jurors Base yotir verdict on what

20 you have heard

21 Sure

22 And that silence is not evidence that person
23 has has not done anything The judge wont
24 say it is wrong for jurors to wonder why the

25 Defendant didnt testify or to wish to have
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heard from the Defendant

MR ELIZONDO Objection Misstatement

of the law

By Mr Moen Those are natural reactions

THE COURT Overruled

By Mr Moen The only thing judge will tell

you is this and that is that silence is not

evidence Base your verdict on what you have

heard rather than what you didnt hear and

10 person is not entitled to be found guilty or

11 not guilty because of something that wasnt said
12 Jurors should listen to what is said
13 and if the witnesses convince them the person

14 should be they Should find them guilty They
15 should say so If the evidence does not meet

16 their burden of proof if they are not convinced

17 after listening to the testimony they say not

18 guilty

19 Do you feel YOU could do that

20 see your point

21 Do you see what --

22 see your point

23 If th Defendant dd not testify take it from

24 what you tell me you would not hold that against

25 him and find him guilty because he did not testify
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Would you

No

THE COURT think there was another

objection on reasonable doubt wasnt there
MR ELIZONDO Yes sir

THE COURT Do you want to address

that One

MR MOEtT She indicated she would abide
by the law of reasonable doubt dont have any

1o other question3 other than have asked her
11 THE COURT Anything further
12

13 EXAMINATION

14

15 QUESTIONS BY MR ET.jIZONDO

16 Ms Matthews hate to belabor the point but
17 have to talk to you and have to find out how
181 you feel and you told me earlier you would hold

19 it against him if he didnt testify and now

20 think you are saying that you wouldnt hold it

21 against him

22 Okay understand little bit more about

23
everything about hearing what you hear and using

24 that as your evidence and not what you dont
25 hear
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W1hh

So understand little bit better about which
is right He does not have to testify and if
he does or doesnt say anything cant hold tiat
against him because he didnt speak and evidence
of what do see and hear is what can use to
judge something

So then if he didnt testify you woUldnt hold
it against him in any way shape form or

10 fashion

11
cant talk to you once get in

12 there need to know this
13 No wouldnt hold it against him
14 Pardon

15 would not

16 All right

17 Okay

18 MR ELIZONDO We wij pass her Your
19 Honor

20 THE COURT For the record your
21 objection is overruled

22 MR MOEN t1e will accept Ms Matthews
23 MR ELIZONDO For the record two

24 challenges for cause failure to testify and

251 her imposing lesser burden on the State than
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the theory of reasonable doubt That is our

objection

THE COURT Both are overruled

MR ELIZONDO Further for the record

we reurge our motion to view the entire venjre

before we exercise our peremptory challenges

THE COURT That motion will be denied

MR ELIZONDO And we will excuse her
Your Honor

10 MR HERTANDEZZ For sure

11 THE COURT Ms Matthews thank you

12 very much We appreciate your patience You will

13
be excused

14 For the record now based on having

15
reconsidered objections previously made to

16
juror Charles Deckert the Court is going to

17
out of an abundance of caution grant the Defense

18
an additional strike to be used in lieu of the

19
one that was used on Charles Deckert

20 MR ELIZONDO Your Honor for the

21
record just for the record we would ask the

22
Court for five additional Peremptory challenges

23
We had to use peremptory challenges on Mr

24
Deckert Jerry Thagard Jack Lee on Ôynthia

Matthews and ort Thurman 4atthews and Mr Sadler25
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after objections after challenges for cause

had been denied and for that reason we would

ask for six additional peremptory challenges

THE COURT That will be denied

MR ELIZONDO Thank you Your Manor

At this tine court recessed for the

day
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